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he New Year brings with it, not just the start of a new
decade, but a chance to renew ourselves and our work,
to push forward with best intentions and evolve our
lives in the personal and professional realms. To really
get inspired and get cracking on with your own resolves
for the year ahead, turn to pages 30 and 57 where our
panel of designers are sharing their motivations for the
year and Polly Williams, our esteemed regular contributor, is on hand
to offer up a refreshing take on the age-old resolution, specifically with
your design mind and business at the forefront. It’s not all about change,
but more often about a continuation of the good and a letting go of the
negative you just don’t need when you want to succeed.
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For even more peer-to-peer inspiration, read my interview with Holly Hallam, newly appointed
Managing Director and Karen Taylor, Design Director, both at Design LSM. These female bosses
have cracked it, with regular communication, collective brainstorming and creative outlooks for
a flourishing future at the studio. With their work always evolving, it is only natural that the studio
follows suit and Holly and Karen sat down to chat with me just before Christmas, offering up a little
insight into the way the studio and its designers approach their work.
With office design as one of our feature highlights, this issue we’ve found two corkers of concepts
that have me immediately wanting to redesign our own offices and start utilising more of the instantly
lifting co-working environments that many of our major cities offer. AB Concept has relocated
its own studio to Kowloon in Hong Kong and it is a feast for the eyes. Returning to their more
collaborative state of working, with Ed and Terence in
floating office roles, the studio boasts fun and frivolous
artwork and sculpture, with practical, morphing desk set
ups and incredible views to boot.
We also hear from artist Coco Davez on her recent
collection on display at Maddox Gallery (page 58) and
see behind the doors of the beautiful Post House, a
showroom collaboration between Future Light Design
and interior designers Stephenson Wright, amongst
many other creative talents.

www.mediaone.co.uk

Enjoy!

Jade Tilley
Editor
jade.tilley@mediaone.co.uk
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News

NEWS
BRIEFING
NAILED IT
Fran Hickman, known for
her bespoke, highly tailored
approach, has juxtaposed
an unexpected palette
of colours, textures and
materials for Paintbox, NYC, a
modern minimalist downtown
nail studio on the Upper East
Side. In line with Paintbox’s
approach to colour combining
– and drawing from Josef
Albers’ indispensable volume
‘Interaction of Colour’ – the
design conveys drama,
contrast and tension through
a palette of materials and
colour that are at once
experimental and serene.
Colours present themselves
in continuous flux, constantly
relating to changing
surroundings. A key element
of the design became the
interaction of colours, that
is to say, what happens
between them.

GROHE UNITES WITH
THE PACIFIC GARBAGE
SCREENING PROJECT

public’s attention to the worldwide plastic problem and to

At the end of 2019 GROHE announced its support of

one of the greatest challenges of our time. This is why we

the Pacific Garbage Screening (PGS) project of architect

directly decided to promote such an important project for

Marcella Hansch. Together with an interdisciplinary team

the reduction of plastic waste,” explains Thomas Fuhr, CEO of

of natural scientists, engineers and marine biologists, the

Grohe AG, confirming the commitment: “We are particularly

trained architect is working on the development of a water

impressed with how passionately Marcella Hansch and

platform that will collect plastic waste before it damages

her team dedicate themselves to their mission. They not

the ecosystems in oceans and rivers. The vision of clean

only want to create a solution that extracts plastic from the

water through the reduction of plastic waste is also of

ocean, but also encourage people to change their minds.”

vital importance for GROHE; sustainability and avoiding

The collaboration with GROHE is also significant for Marcella

plastic play a leading role in the brand’s manufacturing

Hansch: “Partnerships are incredibly important for us,

processes and product development. In addition to its

because we can only tackle a global problem together. We

self-initiated projects, GROHE also wants to contribute

are excited about the commitment of GROHE to avoid using

to the field of sustainability through co-operations, such

plastic and reduce plastic as much as possible with regard to

as the alliance with PGS. Therefore, GROHE will not

their products but also in their production chain. That is why

only support the project financially, but representatives

we are very much looking forward to working with them.”

of GROHE and PGS also plan to join forces to draw the

@grohe_uk

HARBOURSIDE
DESIGN
Andrew Martin has landed
at Design Centre, Chelsea
Harbour on the ground floor
of the north dome. The new
showroom reflects a global
assortment of influences,
creating a dream of
adventure and exploration.

GINGER GOA
SPRINGS TO LIFE
With 45 existing properties in
India and 46 in the pipeline
across 33 Indian locales,
Ginger Hotels are thriving
with a reimagined persona.
Taj Hotels recently brought
interior design and hotel
consultants JOI-Design
on board to transform the
former budget model into
a lifestyle brand. Drawing
on the creative, cultural
and technical expertise of
the company’s studios in
Mumbai, India, and Hamburg,
Germany, the new Ginger
reflects the young-spirited
confidence of India’s booming
business and tourism sectors.
The team developed a “lean
luxe” model in which custom
designs were tailored as
much as they would be for
luxury hotels. The updated
Ginger concept attracts
business travellers looking
for uncomplicated, affordable
and design-oriented places
to stay, yet also makes social
interaction a top priority.

MICHAEL
ANASTASSIADES
IS MAISON&OBJET
DESIGNER OF THE YEAR
When Michael Anastassiades launched his
eponymous lighting brand in 2007, the first fair
he presented at was MAISON&OBJET. Now he
returns as Designer of the Year for 2020. Michael’s
work is full of simple shapes and volumes,
expertly crafted to create a rich language where
uncertainty and imbalance are embraced.
MAISON&OBJET was an important first fair for
Michael and so, this year he wants to offer an
experience to the visitors. For the first time, all
16 of his Mobile Chandeliers will be showcased
together. In the dark space, the lights., propelled
by motors will move as if planets, continuing
Michael’s love of the interplay between darkness
and light. Visit MAISON&OBJET to see this
spectacular, January 17 - 21, 2020.
@michaelanastassiades | Image courtesy of Flos
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forward-thinking solutions.
“We are very much looking forward to working with Marcella
Hansch and PGS. The enormous amount of plastic waste in
rivers and oceans are a collective problem and represent

News

EVENTS
28 - 30 January
Spatex
RICOH ARENA, COVENTRY

SPATEX is the UK’s largest
dedicated event for the
entire wet leisure industry,
attendance is free to all.

18 – 22 January
Maison Et Objet Paris
PARIS NORD VILLEPINTE
EXHIBITION CENTRE

Keep on top of evolving
consumer trends,
inspiring experiences,
and brand offers with the
show that takes you into
three major sections.

ANDREW MARTIN AWARDS DAUN CURRY
INTERNATIONAL DESIGNER OF THE YEAR 2019

7 - 10 January
Heimtextil
FRANKFURT
EXHIBITION HALL

Andrew Martin announced Daun Curry as the winner of

ability to create luxury without being ostentatious together

the 23rd International Interior Designer of the Year Award

with her desire to embrace modernity while not being

at the end of 2019. Curry’s cool metropolitan interiors

afraid to be eclectic when appropriate. Together with her

are sprinkled with witty and quirky elements that give

use of beautifully sophisticated colours were just a few of

her work a truly special sheen. Daun’s journey from her

the highlights for me. A worthy winner, congratulations.”

backwoods upbringing in rural Florida without even a

Daun Curry said, ” It is such a unique honour to be named

TV, to the bright lights of New York and Las Vegas is a

the Designer of the Year by Andrew Martin. The iconic

timeless tale of talent and endeavour.

British brand pioneered cross-cultural dialogue when they

The greats of interior design gathered at the British

launched the first international design award in 1996, and it

Ambassador’s residence in Washington at the end of

remains a highly regarded distinction that brings together

the year to celebrate the 23rd anniversary of both the

a global group of design luminaries. I am deeply humbled

Andrew Martin International Interior Designer of the

to be in the company of designers I greatly admire and

Year Award and the Interior Design Review book. On the

respect, such as Thomas Pheasant, Kelly Hoppen, Jamie

celebrity judging panel was Gerry McGovern, Chief Design

Drake,Axel Vervoordt,and Martyn Lawrence Bullard—to

Officer for Land Rover, and Olympic Gold Medallist, Lord

be honoured in the U.S. at the British Embassy in D.C. is an

Walls, floors, ceilings, and
partitions are presented in
this professional surface
concept environment.
The Surface Design
Show focuses solely
on cutting edge and
innovative materials.

Sebastian Coe.

extraordinary gift and reflects Andrew Martin’s generosity

Gerry McGovern commented that, “Daun’s work resonated

of spirit and love of ‘eluding the ordinary.”

7 - 11 February

with me on an emotional level for numerous reasons. Her

@andrewmartin_int

ALEXANDRA
CHAMPALIMAUD HONOURED
WITH LAWRENCE ISRAEL
PRIZE 2019
The Interior Design program at the Fashion Institute of
Technology (FIT) has named interior designer Alexandra
Champalimaud the recipient of the 2019 Lawrence Israel

Heimtextil is one of the
biggest international
trade fairs for home
and contract textiles.

5 - 7 February
Surface Design Show
BUSINESS DESIGN CENTRE,
ISLINGTON, LONDON

Ambiente
FRANKFURT AM MAIN

of design, and as a strong believer in the importance of
mentorship, she will share with FIT students her thoughts on
the future of the field and her advice during her remarks.
@champalimauddesign

Ambiente appeals to
an international trade
audience with decisionmaking authority. The
diverse character of the
fair is reflected in the
range of suppliers and
buyers - Dining, Living and
Giving – which together
cover all relevant themes.

27 February
- 1 March
Collect 2020
SOMERSET HOUSE

of design. Alexandra and her studio Champalimaud

Collect is the gallerypresented art fair dedicated
to modern craft and design.
Collect celebrates over
400 artists presented
by galleries coming
from across the globe
to this London stage.

Design have achieved global notoriety, while maintaining a

1 - 4 March

reputation defined by exceptional craftsmanship, creativity

KBB
NEC, BIRMINGHAM

Prize. The prize, endowed by the late architect Lawrence J.
Israel, has been given annually since 1998 to an individual
or firm whose ideas and work enrich FIT Interior Design
students’ course of study.
Alexandra Champalimaud was selected for the prize
because her practice stands as a role model for all students

and meticulous attention to detail. Notable projects
include the recent revival of Raffles Singapore, Monkey
Island Estate in Bray and Troutbeck in Upstate New
York, along with a vast list of inspiring work within luxury
residential developments, restaurants, and spas. Alexandra

Explore one of the
UK’s largest events
showcasing the best in
global kitchen, bedroom
and bathroom brands.

Champalimaud stands as a keen role model for all students
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BIID | Update

NO MORE KICK-BACKS
BIID LAUNCHED ITS NEW CAMPAIGN TO END BRIBERY IN INTERIOR DESIGN BACK IN
DECEMBER 2019, LOOKING AT ENDING UNETHICAL PRACTICES IN THE INDUSTRY

•

If the practice receives corporate hospitality

The BIID’s campaign to Kick Out The Kick-Backs

does it need internal guidelines on the sort of

is being backed by John Penrose, the Prime

campaign, Kick Out The Kick-Backs, aimed at

entertainment or gifts that are acceptable and

Minister’s Anti-Corruption Champion for Boris

stamping out unethical practices in the interior

those that are not?

Johnson and Theresa May, who commented;

The British Institute of Interior Design (BIID)
is launching a new national anti-bribery

design industry.
Launched on international anti-corruption day (9

•

“Acting with integrity and transparency and
What due diligence does the practice carry

refusing to participate in a culture of ‘kick-

out on new business partners?

backs’ means good businesses will grow faster,

December 2019), the campaign offers advice to

because they have a level playing field to

“The purpose of
the campaign is to
stamp out illegal
business practices
that damage the
entire profession”

interior designers on how to recognise bribery
from suppliers and what they can do to ensure
they have robust processes in place, which can
identify a potential criminal offence under the
2010 Bribery Act.
Harriet Forde, President of the BIID commented:
“The purpose of the Kick Out The Kick-Backs
campaign is to stamp out illegal business
practices that damage the entire profession
in order to foster a more honest and ethical
design industry. The BIID is not aiming to impose
a one-size-fits-all business model on the UK
interior design profession, and we recognise that

•

compete on. Corruption isn’t just illegal, it creates
economic distortions that make businesses
less competitive and reduce living standards –
particularly for the least powerful and well-off.
This Anti-Corruption Day, check your business
has adequate processes to prevent your staff
unwittingly participating in bribery. Everyone does
better when trading with integrity is the norm,
everywhere and all the time.”
National organisations supporting the
campaign include: Anti-Copying In Design
(ACID), Association of Consultant Architects

Is the management of the practice taking

(ACA), Association for Project Management

a lead on anti-bribery? Is it communicating

(APM), British Institute of Kitchen Bedroom and

different fee structures. However, we believe that

a clear zero-tolerance message? Has

Bathroom Installation (BIKBBI), Chartered Institute

greater transparency between designers and

it assessed the business’ susceptibility

of Building (CIOB), The Furniture Ombudsman,

clients will lead to better working relationships

to bribery? Has it put in place clear and

National Association of Shopfitters and

that benefit designers, suppliers and clients alike.”

proportionate policies and procedures to deal

Contractors (NAS).

The BIID recommends that all interior design

with this risk?

different clients, regions and sectors may have

practices, whatever business model they use,
review their own internal processes to ensure that
they have relevant checks in place to avoid bribery
and corruption. Questions design practices should
ask include:

•
8

•

Do employees need to be trained on

•

Could the practice’s remuneration and

bribery risks?

incentive arrangements and practices

Does the practice use third party agents to

potentially cause or lead to corrupt behaviour?

introduce new business and/or negotiate on its

Are your financial controls able to pick up any

behalf? If so, the bribery risk is likely to be greater.

unusual or unexplained payments?
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 www.biid.org.uk.

Let’s bee clear… an MDF solution for the most
environmentally sensitive specifications,
designed for your health and wellbeing

Let’s do the right thing!
with MEDITE CLEAR

MEDITE CLEAR is a technically advanced MDF that sets
the benchmark for environmental impact. With zero added
formaldehyde, it is the perfect material for the creation of healthy
interiors where the lowest VOC emissions are required and
environmental standards are to be met.

With a smooth surface and consistent quality, it offers interior
designers and fit-out contractors the ability to achieve a variety of
interior finishes that ensure minimal environmental impact, whilst
helping to promote occupier wellbeing – do the right thing
with MEDITE CLEAR.

To find out how we are setting new standards in
timber panel engineering, go to: www.mdfosb.com/medite-clear

End of Year Review

ANGULUS PICTURE LIGHT
German Lighting Manufacturer Betec Licht AG created the award
winning ANGULUS picture light suitable for both flat and thicker
picture frames. The 360° rotatable DUO LED light comes with
larger brackets than the popular Clarus picture light, allowing a
longer distance between the lamp and the painting. In addition, the
luminosity has doubled to illuminate larger flat surfaces with two
colour temperatures to choose from, 2400 or 3000 Kelvin. Designer
Horst Lettenmayer who founded the company in 1979 confirms,
“The larger the image formats the greater the lighting needs. The
bracket type 15 is perfectly suited for images with heights of up to 60
cm. The bracket type 25 is used particularly for thicker frames and
vertical portraits.” ANGULUS is made of brass and is available with
different finishes such as chrome plated or 24ct gold plated. Winner
of the: Good Design Award, 2016.
info@betec.de | www.betec.de

RELAXED, FRIENDLY AND
APPROACHABLE
As the founding gallery of the Affordable Art Fair, Will’s Art
Warehouse strives to make art, and collecting art, accessible to
all. With a six-week changing exhibition programme filled with
unique and inspirational artwork, it’s a great place to stop by and
have a browse. Each artwork is finished by hand, and yet there is an
incredible amount of work available for every price range; from a
£20 print to a metre by metre oil on canvas masterpiece, a powerful
addition to any room. Equally, with a strong belief that art should
be for everyone, interest free instalment plans can be taken out to
spread any cost over 12 months. The gallery also offers a Home
Approval service, which acts as a ‘try before you buy’ and enables
you the opportunity to fall in love with the art you are bringing in to
your home or office. Will’s Art Warehouse really does help to bring a
space alive with art.
0208 246 4840 | info@wills-art.com | www.wills-art.com

MIXED WIDTH DECKING
BY HAVWOODS
Havwoods’ decking brand Trekker introduced mixed-width decking,
which is perfect for zoning! Design the outdoor space with flexible,
distinctive sections in the same colour while creating a different
effect. Alternatively, you may choose to mix the widths together
forming an unusual, more dramatic result. Trekker FSC® certified
timber (FSC-C009500) composite decking and cladding boards are
made in Europe in a state-of-the-art, environmentally aware facility,
which is run by solar energy, and where they use stored rainwater
for cooling during the manufacturing process. The boards are of
solid construction and are made entirely from recycled wood and
plastics and are themselves fully recyclable. You can find Havwoods
showrooms in Clerkenwell, Chelsea, Manchester and Carnforth.
01524 737000 | info@havwoods.com | www.havwoods.com
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ARMAC MARTIN CELEBRATED 90 YEARS
Leading UK manufacturer of solid brass hardware, Armac Martin, specialises in creating
fixtures and fittings for luxury interiors. The West Midlands based firm has become a
growing name in interior design due to its ethos of producing quality hardware that
customers will only need to purchase once. 2019 marked Armac Martin’s 90th year in
business, a milestone, which was celebrated with the release of a new collection back
in March. Manufactured from solid brass machined components, the bold, industrial
MIX collection is ideal for contemporary and modern interiors, including kitchens,
bathrooms, wardrobes and freestanding furniture. By choosing between plain, diamond
knurled or straight machined versions of the knob and finials, with either a matt black,
satin nickel or satin brass finish, customers can “mix” their own unique version of the
collection. With its engaging strapline “Made by us. Mixed by you.”, the MIX is one of
over 40 collections to have been manufactured at Armac Martin’s headquarters in
Birmingham, England. Since its founding in 1929, specialist skills in product design and
development have been passed down through four generations. This family heritage is
an element that Armac Martin hopes will remain key to its development and success in
the future.
www.armacmartin.co.uk

NEW RAKINO COLLECTION
Morgan’s 2019 collaboration was the new Rakino collection,
designed by Tim Rundle. An architectural collection of two lounge
chairs and tables, Rakino juxtaposes soft sculpted upholstery with a
strong, low line frame. The clean linear structure emphasises crisp
timber detailing born from a dialogue between the precision of
CNC manufacturing and a handcrafted finish. The two models are
differentiated by arm rests. Available in three sizes and two heights,
the coffee tables complement the elegant silhouette of the lounge
chairs and nest to add further visual interest. Named after a cluster
of small islands in New Zealand and characterised by calm and
isolation, the collection aims to evoke the same feelings in the midst
of bustling environments. Describing his approach to the project,
Tim says, “I wanted to create something that felt quiet and inviting,
that could feel right in your home, while being appropriate for hard
working contract environments.”
info@morganfurniture.co.uk | www.morganfurniture.co.uk

THOMAS CRAPPER ADDS CONTEMPORARY
TOUCH WITH NEW RANGE
Luxury bathroom specialist Thomas Crapper launched a stunning new range of products,
designed with today’s discerning and style-focused customers in mind in 2019. With
items including matt dark bronze and champagne brassware, real platinum and 24ct gold
foiled logo tiles and black powder coated cisterns, the latest additions to the Thomas
Crapper range offers customers more contemporary choices for their bathrooms. The
Spitfire range is the perfect choice of brassware for those looking for a modern, industrial
style in the bathroom. With taps designed to reflect the shape of the iconic, much loved
British war plane, Spitfire really is the best of British. Spitfire is available in Dark Bronze
(Matt), Champagne (Matt) Gold and Chrome finishes. Retail price appx. £700.00 (Wallmounted basin tap); Available in a range of classic colours, the logo tiles are the perfect
choice for the bona fide Thomas Crapper fan. Manufactured with 24ct gold or real
platinum foils, these tiles complement polished brass or chrome or nickel brassware
perfectly. Add a logo tile or two for a subtle effect, or go for it with a Thomas Crapper
feature wall! Finally, the classic Thomas Crapper cistern is brought right up to date with a
fresh new look. A high quality textured black powder coated finish makes this bestseller
a truly contemporary and fashionable choice which will take centre stage in the most
stylish bathrooms. Available in Low-level and High-level versions.
www.thomas-crapper.com | Photo: A Thomas
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Shortlist

shortlist
We’re not short on our list of engaging design pieces for this edition. Form is the buzzword here
as we explore designs that are given life through their shape and structure, whether they are
curvaceous and complex, linear and precision-cut or layered and bonded, defying the convention
of its own materiality, we have a selection sure to grab your attention this new decade.

TAKE A DIP!
Curvaceous, slender, voluptuous, athletic, the women of Hampstead
Heath’s Ladies’ Pond, braving the elements year-round, are the inspiration
for Ladies Pond, the first commercially available furniture collection from
design studio Sella Concept. Sella are no strangers to furniture design,
from Westminster workspace Huckletree to Night Tales in Hackney, almost
every interior they’ve created features founders Tatjana von Stein and Gayle
Noonan’s bespoke furniture pieces, but this is the first time their designs
are available to the public, made to order. Both regulars of the Ladies’ Pond,
Tatjana and Gayle have paid tribute to the swimmers through a family of
three sensuously curvy stools made from hand-turned tulipwood.
www.sella-concept.com | @sella.concept
Photographer Genevieve Lutkin

KISS FROM A ROSE
Massproductions sculptural armchair, Rose, has been released in
an oak finish. Manufactured in Sweden from Swedish FSC-certified
wood source, Rose is available in four finishes, oak, black-stained
oak, walnut and maple. Massproductions’ Design Manager, Chris
Martin, designed the Rose Chair in exploration of the possibilities
and limitations of layer-glued wood. The idea was to create an
armchair that consisted entirely of wood without any screws or metal
fittings. Rose Chair was launched in 2018 during the Stockholm
Furniture Fair. Rose Chair is also a clear example of Massproductions’
high ambitions with environmental and quality certification and
the first product from their product catalogue to be certified with
“Möbelfakta”, the Swedish sustainability and quality label.
www.massproductions.se | @massproductions
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LIGHT IN FULL FLUME
Flume is the latest lighting collection from British lighting brand J.Adams & Co.
Material-led and innovatively engineered, Flume is designed by Creative Director Will
Earl and made in the UK by J.Adams & Co’s team of uniquely skilled craftspeople.
Each piece is expertly produced utilising precision-cut clear reeded glass and brass,
crafted using age-old techniques. Available in a bronze and antique brass finish,
Flume pairs J.Adams & Co’s industrial modern style with inspiration drawn from
antique and European Art Deco design. We have selected the Flume 50 Chandelier
as a group of three for our shortlist. Flume 50 three-piece Chandelier, £1346.
www.jadamsandco.com | @jadamsandco

HARRISON LIVES ON
Named after the ‘quiet Beatle’, the Harrison Sideboard from Wood Tailors Club is an homage to the heyday of the gentlemen’s’ club, which
behind it’s doors would offer a tranquil oasis from the thrum of the city outside. Designed for Vinyl lovers, this sideboard is handcrafted in solid
walnut wood, a four-legged structure with several compartments, with its matte-smoked finish, and details in rattan and genuine leather.
woodtailorsclub.com | @woodtailorsclub

CURVE APPEAL
Nina Moeller is the designer behind this beautiful form, which
has garnered her praise around the world since exhibiting the
piece at INDEX Dubai back in September 2019. In fact, 2019 was
something of a banner year for Nina who also received an award
from Richmond Chamber of Commerce for International Trade. The
CURVE bench itself is a slinky yet solid structure that sits at home
in a plethora of public spaces. When set up in one large circle of 32
benches CURVE creates the vision and feeling of being embraced
when sitting down. Nina said, “We wanted the seating to embrace
people in the space, to create a sense of togetherness in a place
conducive to rest, health and community.” Currently, the CURVE is
available for use indoors, with an outdoor version in the pipeline.
www.ninamoellerdesigns.com | @ninamoellerdesigns
Photographer Marcus Peel
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Sleep & Eat 2019 | Review

Photography courtesy of Rob Jones

FLEX AND CONNECT
SLEEP & EAT BROUGHT TOGETHER THE HOSPITALITY DESIGN COMMUNITY
WITH A THEME THAT SHIFTS AND EVOLVES AS THE INDUSTRY GROWS,
WITH FLEXIBILITY, GROWTH AND CONNECTIVITY AT ITS CORE
Sleep & Eat 2019 confirmed its position as a

offered that “instead of scrambling to keep up

right. Named “Gather”, it offered an astonishing

leading hospitality design and innovation event

with digital tools and creating ‘insteriors’ for

flora-inspired space centrally illuminated to

in Europe.

social media, designers should create from their

suggest a fire, around which visitors congregated

emotions”. Design maverick, Johannes Torpe,

in their droves.

Across the two days in November, Sleep & Eat

made the case passionately for the desirability of

Michaelis Boyd were responsible for the

offered designers, architects, operators and

creating ‘unearthly’ places on Earth.

transformation of the Sleeper Bar, a giant,

owners a unique chance to hear from industry

Editor Jade Tilley had the chance to chat to

rugged, raft style pit stop that oozed ease and

leaders, discover new products and expand

Jonathan Ashmore, Founder, ANARCHITECT

sophistication. Inspired by ‘The Man Who Planted

their thinking, bringing the community together

before he stepped into the conference zone,

Trees’ Alex Michaelis commented on the design,

to celebrate the role of great design within the

when they caught up over the studio’s impressive

“To address this year’s theme of Social FlexAbility,

most successful hospitality enterprises around

slate of work and the vast differences of working

we were inspired by “The Man Who Planted

the globe.

in the Middle East and here in the UK. Jonathan

Trees”, a short story by Jean Giono that celebrates

In a conference that was generally acknowledged

is a firm believer in heritage and locality of

the power of the natural environment. The tale

as the best yet, it was frequently standing room

projects within places, and his love of Dubai and

describes a shepherd’s long and successful effort

only. Amar Lalvani, CEO of Standard International;

appreciation of what can be achieved there is

to single-handedly reforest a desolate valley

Christoph Hoffmann, CEO of 25Hours Hotels;

honourable. Jonathan formed one member of the

in the foothills of the Alps in the first half of the

and the winner of this year’s AHEAD Outstanding

panel on hand to discuss ‘Guilt Free Experiences’

20th Century.”

Contribution Award, and Josh Wyatt, CEO of

within hospitality and what it means to be truly

“Working primarily in timber to highlight the

NeueHouse delivered inspirational keynote

sustainable from end to end of a hospitality

different textures of the noble material— from

speeches. Panel discussions included international

project. No mean feat and one challenge that

dark stained shingles, Elm plank countertops and

designers, hospitality directors and industry

Jonathan takes seriously.

seating made from petrified wood, to a tree at the

influencers. Alex Michaelis of Michaelis Boyd

This year, the popular socialising spot, the Sleeper

bar’s centre— this year’s Sleeper Bar is a study

remarked on a shift away from shiny and new,

Bar, was joined by a co-working space, The Hub,

in sustainability; it investigates the afterlife of the

claiming: “It’s important to let things age and wear

designed by the London arm of Wilson Associates

material through scale, layering, adaptability and

[in hospitality] as this is key to making people feel

and, for the first time, the VIP Lounge was

recycling. This has led us to create a space that

at home”. Yuna Megre of MEGRE INTERIORS

designed to be an immersive experience in its own

caters to all walks of life, adjusting to the needs of
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Sleep & Eat 2019 | Review
petals and soaking the fabric in glycerine, then
sandwiching two layers of the fabric and shaping
the petals into the stunning florals you saw
climbing the walls. The effect was part Alice In
Wonderland and part art installation, along with
the light feature, which gave the effect of an ubertrendy campfire.
Moving on into the main space where this year’s
event theme of “Social FlexAbility” explored the
power of hospitality to stimulate human interaction
in our age of digital isolation. It proved to be just
the opportunity that six international architectural
and design firms needed to create intriguing and
diverse concept installations. Maria Tibblin & Co,
HAT Design, twenty2degrees and Miaja Design
Group created guestroom sets, and SpaceInvader
and NAME Architecture designed a bar and
restaurant respectively.
Over 160 design-led suppliers - established and
Set by twenty2degrees.
Photography courtesy
of Will Stanley

up-and-coming manufacturers, artisans and fit-out
companies - chose Sleep & Eat 2019 to showcase
their products and launch new collections.

each individual, making the bar a rich experience

stand to be completely sustainable; every product

Familiar brands included Bang & Olufsen, Grohe,

for every visitor.”

will have been used, or will be used again. As a

Chelsom, and Perrin & Rowe. Newcomers included

The Sleep & Eat Hub by Wilson Associates took

circle represents a cycle, we want to be able to

Ammique, Marie Martin, Eichholtz, ILIV Contract

another interpretation of the Social FlexAbility

maintain the geometry of recycling.”

Textiles and Absolute Lifestyle.

theme, offering a bolthole from the thrum of

Spending some time in the VIP Lounge Jade

As is its tradition, Sleep & Eat presented two awards

the main floor. With a range of comfortable and

had the opportunity to chat to Yuna Megre, who

for best-designed stands. Hospitality artwork

contemporary seating by Knightsbridge furniture

had come on board to design the space for the

suppliers, Verdigris Art, with artist in residence,

on display, sat atop rugs by Jennifer Manners,

2019 event. Yuna’s vivacious, can-do attitude is

Marcus Aitken, was awarded Best Stand, and luxury

whose work this year took recycling to another

infectious and her work ethic is infused throughout

wallcoverings manufacturer, Arte, was the recipient

level with rePURPOSE, taking discarded plastic

her studio of almost entirely female designers

of the Best Space-Only Stand Award. Angela

and reworking into soft, plush, hand-knotted rugs.

(with the exception of one male). Yuna believes in

Dapper, Principal at Grimshaw and a judge of the

The entire hub was lit up by Astro lighting whose

empowering her designers within her studio to push

Awards, said: “It was great to see another successful

‘Eclipse’ perfectly fitted with Wilson Associates’

boundaries and explore the unusual through design

year for Sleep & Eat, one of the highlights and

theme. Juan Carlos Rodriguez Artigas, Design

and the VIP lounge ambience follows through in this

most enjoyable shows in the hotel design calendar.

Director of Wilson Associates, said just before the

belief; it was at once dark and moody, neon tropical

It’s brilliant to get an update from suppliers whilst

event, “A circle is a powerful thing as it evokes a

and vibrant, and overall, a great space to sit and

enjoying the showcase of design.”

sense of connection, equality, equilibrium, balance,

congregate with industry peers.

Sleep & Eat 2020 will take place on 17 – 18

unity and safety. We are keeping this at the

One of Jade’s personal highlights within the VIP

November, at London Olympia.

forefront of our mind, especially when it comes to

Lounge was the 3D floral wall foliage, which

the items that will be installed. Our goal is for the

involved Yuna’s team cutting out individual

 www.sleepandeatevent.com

Yuna Megre designed the VIP Lounge

Juan Carlos Rodriguez Artigas,
Design Director of Wilson Associates
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HARVEY MARIA ‘ON THE MAP’
AT BASSETLAW MUSEUM
Harvey Maria has completed a custom-print floor project for Bassetlaw Museum, in
Retford, Nottinghamshire. The seamless bespoke design depicts an antique map visual,
enabling the museum to continue its storyline across walls and floors. It forms part
of a new Pilgrim Roots gallery space, designed by Michael Oakenfull from Querceus
Design – and follows an earlier commission for the team at Amersham Museum. A
“treasure trove of fascinating objects”, Bassetlaw Museum explores the archeology,
history, art, agriculture and industry of North Nottinghamshire, from its earliest settlers
to the present day. Most of its collections are housed within Amcott House – a restored
Georgian property - which was rebuilt in 1780. The new gallery space is devoted to the
story of the Pilgrim Fathers and coincides with the 400th Anniversary of the Mayflower
voyage to America. “Visitors love looking at the floor and navigating their way through
17th century Nottinghamshire,” explained Michael Oakenfull. The map visual is
encapsulated within a commercial grade wear layer, providing a durable floor finish as
well as a stunning addition to the multi-layered space.
www.harveymaria.com/custom-printed-flooring

BÄRO IC LUMINAIRES SCOOP AWARD
The design of BÄRO luminaires is often praised by retail designers, retailers from a
wide range of industries and product design experts. It was most recently recognised
with two awards for outstanding design quality at the renowned German Design
Award, which is presented every year by the German Design Council. The Ontero IC
spotlights and the Intara IC semi-recessed luminaires from BÄRO’s IC luminaire series
received the coveted “Winner” award in the “Excellent Product Design – Lighting”
category. The jury judging the Ontero IC was not only impressed by the state-of-theart lighting technology, which can also be conveniently controlled from a smartphone
via Bluetooth LE, but also by the distinctive design: “With its clear, cylindrical shape,
the spotlight has an elegant and timeless look and emphasises a modern interior
design.” Commenting on the Intara IC compact semi-recessed luminaire the jury said:
“The round fitting harmonises with the simple, cylindrical body and both elements of
the lamp form a high-quality and elegant unit.” The award ceremony for the German
Design Award 2020 will take place on 7 February 2020 in Frankfurt during the
Ambiente trade fair.
www.baero.com

NATURE AND INDUSTRY
COMBINE IN ROTTERDAM
When the law firm AKD wanted to refurbish the 29th floor of its offices in Rotterdam’s
Maas Tower, OTH architects took its inspiration from the city’s dock yards. The new
reception and conference centre features strong materials such as leather, dark wood
and blue steel. This look has been complemented by two stunning Hunter Douglas
Architectural ceilings. For the reception, corridors and waiting room areas, Hunter
Douglas Architectural was specified to supply 310m2 of grill wood veneer in poplar,
while 105m2 of the industrial-looking metal ceiling was also specified for the staff
lounge and bar area. Hunter Douglas Architectural supplied the grills in 10-40-20-45
profile with standard mismatched veneer to recreate as natural effect as possible.
All the panels were installed on a T24 system. Hunter Douglas Architectural worked
closely with Bovero, the installation contractor for this project. The Multipanel BXD
ceiling was specified in RAL 1883 black – a dramatic architectural statement, yet the
floor-to-ceiling windows ensured that the rooms in which it was installed maintained
the feeling of space. A versatile system, with outstanding acoustic control qualities, the
eight panels are available in three widths – 30, 80 and 130mm – all of which can be
used together to create a beautifully engineered three-dimensional design.
www.hunterdouglas.co.uk
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BOSS DESIGN ANNOUNCES NEW
PRESIDENT IN NORTH AMERICA
Boss Design, a market leading designer and manufacturer of innovative commercial
furniture has announced that Rob Keddie has joined its North American division as
President. With more than 20 years’ experience within the furniture industry and having
spent the last 9 years as Regional Director at Herman Miller, Middle East and Africa,
Rob brings a wealth of knowledge to help grow the Boss Design brand across the
US. Commenting on his new appointment, Rob Keddie, said: “I have known and used
Boss Design products for many years during my time in the Middle East and they
were always a brand I admired and felt drawn towards. The combination of quality
manufacturing and innovative design always stood out and when combined with
the local support, made them an easy and rewarding choice, finishing off projects
beautifully. Boss Design is regarded as one of the market leading designers and
manufacturers of high-quality office seating, upholstery and tables. Having enjoyed
global success within this design-led sector from its factory in High Point North
Carolina, the company prides itself on an unrivalled level of local service for customers
across North America.
www.bossdesign.com

WAGNER, THREE TIMES WINNER!
Three new developments from Wagner have been awarded at the
German Design Award 2020. The winning products included the
doorstop series “Concrete”, the premium furniture glide “SYNO”
as well as the “Justus SLIM”, an extremely flat levelling glide. “The
German Design Award distinguishes innovative products and
projects, their producers and designers, which are ground-breaking
within the German and International design landscape”. All varieties
of the novel doorstop series “Concrete” convince with their puristic
design and high material and manufacturing quality. The four new
doorstop models are manufactured technically demanding from
fine concrete in a gravity die casting process. They combine a solid
corpus with an elastic rubber element or a protection ring that serves
as effective impact protection and noise absorber and door bumps
gently cushion. Depending on the model, just place the stable
“Concrete” doorstops anywhere you need them for the protection of
door, wall or furniture, or fix them durably by screwing.
www.wagner-system.de/en

AN AMERICAN IN PARIS
Hudson Valley Lighting Group (HVLG) has been designing and manufacturing luxury
lighting for the American market for more than 20 years. Hudson Valley Lighting Group
is now bringing its unique style to Europe, launching its new collections in the City of
Lights – Paris, at Maison et Objet back in September 2019. The Group is comprised
of four industry recognised brands: Hudson Valley Lighting, Mitzi, Troy Lighting, and
Corbett Lighting. Each brand is united by common principles: the pursuit of excellence,
a design-driven culture, attention to ever-changing environmental considerations,
and a commitment to the highest possible quality. Comprising a diverse range of
styles, Hudson Valley Lighting’s pieces are at once classically cool and ahead of trend.
Central to the brand’s philosophy is the ‘out-of-the-box experience’ combined with a
built-to-last quality. Mitzi mixes classic contemporary with attainable high design that
does not compromise on quality. Troy approaches design with a sense of curiosity,
creating an eclectic line of artisan-made fixtures that are both sophisticated and casual.
Finally, Corbett prides itself on unique pieces that must be seen to be believed. Striking
designs, rich materials, and hand applied finishes are Corbett’s hallmarks, creating
fixtures that demand the centre of attention.
https://hudsonvalleylighting.hvlgroup.com
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STUNNING
KÖNIGSTONE SHOWROOM
Königstone, worktop manufacturer, has opened a new showroom in Market
Harborough. The 2,200 sq ft showroom is designed to showcase the best
of the Königstone products and enable interior designers to visualise
such products in their clients’ homes. On display is a kitchen island, which
showcases one of the concrete colours from the KönigQuartz range,
Concrete Fossil. The worktop is built around a clad sink and a glass leg,
which demonstrates the adaptability of the surfaces to fit around any kitchen
scheme. The showroom is also home to L-shaped kitchen units covered
in KönigQuartz Lausanne. These worktops here have been fitted together
with Königstone’s Premium Joint, which ensures a seamless finish between
two different pieces of worktop. Additionally, there is a small square island
featuring a mitred leg in KönigQuartz Monaco and a book-matched
semi-precious stone, which is back lit to create a feature wall. There is also
a stand, which holds large slabs to display the colours available in each of
Königstone’s worktop portfolios. All of these displays showcase the variety
of options available from Königstone when it comes to incorporating the
worktops into the home.
info@konigstone.co.uk | www.konigstone.co.uk

ARMOURCOAT JOINS SURFACE DESIGN SHOW TO CELEBRATE
THE BEST IN INNOVATIVE SURFACE DESIGN
Decorative specialists Armourcoat will be exhibiting at The Surface Design

seamless layer, presenting an elegant marble-based plaster finish while

Show in February 2020, a must-visit event for architects, designers and

allowing sound energy to pass through the surface.

specifiers looking for material inspiration from the UK and around the world,

Armourcoat will be recreating the hugely successful ‘quiet zone’ on their

with this year’s chosen theme of ‘Close to Home.’

stand at the show to highlight the benefits of their acoustic system, recently

Now in its 15th year, The Surface Design Show, held at Islington’s Business

granted the Quiet Mark Award - the international mark of approval from the

Design Centre, is the trade show to source products, gain new insights

Noise Abatement Society Charitable Foundation. Through its pioneering

and connect with innovative and exciting materials such as Armourcoat’s

acoustic tests, Quiet Mark awards its distinctive Purple Q Mark to products

Acoustic Plaster System.

and services that show excellence in low-noise and high-performance.

From restaurants, theatres, offices, classrooms, hotel receptions and

Quiet Mark launch Acoustics Academy at Surface Design Show this

private residences the use of hard sound reflective surfaces such as glass,

year with an opening Master Class Lunch Event 12.00–14.30pm on 13

wood and stone can cause excessive sound reverberation which leads to

February featuring world-class architects and designers sharing unique

unpleasant noise levels. The correct control of sound can create a calmer

technical insights for pioneering best-practice noise reduction solutions

and more pleasant environment. Designed to optimise the acoustics of

and sound-design including architectural triumph case-studies using

interior spaces, Armourcoat Acoustic comprises of a special mineral wool

Armourcoat Acoustic.

composite panel that is bonded onto the substrate and finished with a

www.surfacedesignshow.com. | Surface Design Show stand 102
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Spotlight
| JamesFestival
Latham
Spotlight: INSIDE

welcome to
the demo zone

JAMES LATHAM IS SET TO LAUNCH A DEMO ZONE AT THIS YEAR’S SURFACE DESIGN SHOW,
11 – 13 FEBRUARY 2020, AS PART OF THE ‘HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW US’ CAMPAIGN

Many people see James Latham as simply

front of them. Once they have chosen, they will pass

bring greater interaction with our design focused

a timber supplier and after 262 years in the

the sample to our operative behind the counter,

customers, whilst also displaying the huge and

business you can see why!

who will then undertake a demo of thermoforming,

diverse array of products we can provide. We

shaping, sublimation, coating or whatever is suitable

hope to see you there on stand 208! “

However, with this year’s ‘How Well Do You Know

for the chosen material. They will then be handed

Us’ campaign, the timber and panel products

the sample to take away with them, but will also

✆ 0116 257 3415

distributor has been broadening the awareness

receive a token and an invite to come up to our

 www.lathamtimber.co.uk

of its entire product range, from the very latest

private showroom (Suite 301) where they can enjoy

 www.surfacedesignshow.com

decors, melamines, laminates and veneers,

a free drink and try the process themselves (whilst

through to solid surfaces, natural acrylic stone,

also having the opportunity to browse our greater

thermoformable plastics, and more.

range and consult with our specialists).

At this year’s Surface Design Show, Latham’s (stand

“In the ‘interactive zone’, visitors will be encouraged

208) will be taking this one step further. As well as

to take a selection of the 250 A4 samples we’ll

The Surface Design Show
Business Design Centre
52, Upper Street
Islington
London
N1 OQH

featuring all the new and exclusive product ranges

have on display, and form their own ‘mood board’

from its supplier partners, it will also be adding two

by sticking them to a large, 4m x 3m magnetic wall,

elements to the stand that customers have said

mixing and matching until they have their perfect

they wanted to see; demonstrations and interaction.

colour / texture / décor combo.”

Stuart Devoil, Group Head of Marketing, James

“We’ll then photograph the mood board and post it

Latham explained, “In the ‘Demo Zone’, visitors will

on our Instagram, Pinterest and other social channels,

be invited to take a seat at a counter in front of a

for other designers to check out. Is it inspiration, or

specially constructed ‘demo booth’ and choose

competition? We’ll leave that up to you to decide…

from a selection of product samples displayed in

“All in all, this insight led approach is designed to

Main pic Xylocleaf, bottom right KYDEX®
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Discover the power of more.
Egger Decorative Collection 2020 – 22

Fennella Nkansah
Designer
Stefania Chalakatevaki
Architect

More choices, more textures, more services, more opportunities, with the new EGGER Decorative
Collection. Discover the power of more via the new EGGER app, helping you create new designs
and amazing spaces.
» Bring your ideas to life egger.com/decorative-collection

| Egger
Spotlight:Spotlight
INSIDE Festival

a decorative collection
EGGER PREPARES TO LAUNCH ITS EGGER DECORATIVE COLLECTION 2020 – 22 IN
FEBRUARY, OFFERING, TEXTURES, TONES AND A TACTILE APPROACH TO SURFACES

February 2020 sees the introduction of the new

with minimal effort.

Ireland), said “Our new collection will provide

Egger Decorative Collection 2020- 22. This is the

EGGER is a one-stop shop for decorative surfaces

customers with the freedom to develop amazing

biggest product launch for the company since

providing a cost effective option that does not

design concepts, knowing that EGGER will

2017, offering the very best decors and textures

compromise on style or performance. The total

provide high quality products that will bring their

with a focus on the latest design trends.

collection comprises more than 250 decors, with

ideas to life.”

matching boards, laminate and edging available

“The real strengths of our new collection are in

Building on the success of the current collection,

for every single one.

the impressive, on-trend decors and top quality

the new Egger Decorative Collection 2020-

New digital services will help to bring the new

textures, but also in the fact we can provide all

22 includes new decors, featuring up-to-date

collection to life, making it easier to select,

of these in matching products – MFC, laminate

textures, colours and woodgrains.

visualise and present EGGER.

and edging – opening up endless possibilities for

Created by EGGER’s team of experts, the

Alongside the Egger Decorative Collection 2020 - 22,

designers and manufacturers. If you combine our

collection brings together design trends from

EGGER will also be launching a new and improved

commitment to providing high quality products

across the world to provide the best finishes and

collection of beautifully detailed, tactile and durable

and services with our focus on sustainability and

surfaces for all interiors.

worktops in a range of sizes and thicknesses,

reducing waste, you get a very exciting offering for

The selection of woodgrain finishes has never

including the elegant and versatile 16mm.

the market.”

been so extensive, with new decors added to

Elliott Fairlie, Senior Decor Manager (UK and

www.egger.com

the popular Feelwood range. High-end material
reproductions of marble, granite and ceramic
have been developed to meet demand, and new
solid colours have been added to achieve bold
contrasts in design.
EGGER’s award-wining PerfectSense collection
has been refreshed with the addition of material
decors available in gloss, matt and topmatt. And
an increased range of matching and accent
edging means a high value look can be created
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IN DETAIL

PLAZA WORKSPACE
CONRAN AND PARNERS HAS DESIGNED A FLEXIBLE WORK AND MEET SPOT
AT CROWNE PLAZA® PARIS – RÉPUBLIQUE, DUBBED ‘PLAZA WORKSPACE’,
THE FIRST STEP IN A NEW CONCEPT ROLLOUT FOR THE HOSPITALITY GROUP

Known for its ability to transform sad and tired

The lobby has been reinvigorated as the

concept offers inspiring surroundings where hotel

offices into social spectacular spaces, Conran

brand’s flexible work and meeting concept,

guests and locals can comfortably work on their

and Partners has turned its talent to the vast

‘Plaza Workspace.’ This contemporary hub

own, enjoy a coffee over a business meeting or

redesign of the lobby areas at Crowne Plaza®

was developed to meet the changing needs

socialise with friends.

Paris - République.

of modern business travellers seeking more

Throughout Plaza Workspace there is an

comfortable public and semi-public spaces

abundance of tech savvy elements: tables feature

The launch marks the first step in a wider rollout

in which to work and relax. Regarded as the

integrated wireless phone chargers and high-

of a new concept-design blueprint for the brand

biggest design innovation in the brand’s history,

speed Wi-Fi is available to address the growing

in Europe, aiming to deliver a distinctive guest

Crowne Plaza Paris - République is the first hotel

trend in flexible work and life preferences and

experience globally.

to launch the Plaza Workspace in Europe. The

people’s desire to work from anywhere. Plaza
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Workspace also includes The Studio, a bookableby-the-hour meeting space to cater for private
meetings and events, complete with its own bar
counter and break-out lounge seating. Conran
and Partners’ design maximises the flow of guests
through the spaces, allowing them to transition
seamlessly between work and downtime.
The former main entrance of the hotel has been
relocated from the Place de la République to one
side of the building, giving the arrival experience
a more private feel with access via a courtyard in
the style of a traditional Parisian apartment block.
The signature bar is now in a more prominent
position closer to the outside terrace, which runs
along the hotel’s principal façade.
In contrast to a traditional arrival experience,
guests are now welcomed by a centrally-located
monument wall. This wall – referencing the
original Haussmann-era architecture of the area
– serves to orientate the guest, dividing the space
between the ‘plaza’ (the informal and relaxed bar
spaces) and the ‘gallerie’ (the refined and elegant
reception and studio spaces). Among the book
selection adorning the shelves of the lounge
and Plaza Workspace are titles on Haussmann’s
contribution to the remodelling of Paris.
Conran and Partners has also completed the
design of the European adaptation of the
‘WorkLife’ concept guestroom, a design patented
in the United States, which will serve as the basis
for the wider redesign of rooms and other
non-public facing areas of the hotel in the future.
The Place de la République is famous as the site
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SUPPLIER LIST
Ceiling profiles, Light Cut Mini - Flos (Atrium)
Compact downlights, Light Shadow Flos (Atrium)
Custom Decorative Lighting - Fransden
Custom Rugs, C+P / Tai Ping Design
- Tai Ping Custom wall covering (Solo Stations) Fameed Khalique
Porcelain floor tiles, Ravv and Gesso in a
custom colour - Vicalvi
Timber Flooring, Aspen Raw Engineered
Chevron Oak Flooring - Havwoods
Veneer Wall Panelling, Balanced American
Walnut - Alpi
Bar Floor tiles, Puzzle Aland - Mutina
Porcelain bar tiles - Domus
Bar Finish, Perla Venata Quartzite - Levantina
Reception Desk, White Storm - Silestone
Wall coverings in custom vinyl - Arte
Wall coverings, Chevron and
Bebop - Tektura

of the statue of Marianne – the personification

guest stay. A series of seating typologies and

design and the artwork selection (developed

of the French Republic – commemorating the

a hierarchy of signature elements was created

in collaboration with Double Decker Artwork

founding of the First Republic of France in

which enabled key functional elements to be

Consultants), which seek to reference the various

1792. The square is important as one of the key

located, while defining specific design features

key art movements and artists closely associated

locations where Parisians congregate during times

and focal points. This has given hotel guests and

with Paris since the mid-nineteenth century.

of national significance.

visitors a wider variety of spaces to encourage

Materiality and palette are central to our design

The hotel occupies an exceptionally attractive

more dwell time.

and restored Haussmann building, formerly

The approach has also sought to reinterpret the

thinking. These have been used to emphasise the

a department store, Les Magasins Réunis. It

idea of a ‘plaza’ as a place where people can meet

is located at the point where three different

and relax and applied this to the various spaces

arrondissements (3rd, 10th and 11th) of the

within the hotel, encouraging guests to move

city meet. A couple of original Haussmann

between different types of spaces. The design

features are still visible, including the staircase,

also responds to changing consumer behaviour,

wrought-iron balustrade and doors onto the

in particular flexible working and the ‘always on’

original caged lifts at higher levels. Conran and

and ‘on-demand’ workplace culture. Spaces

Partners’ design also responds to the different

and services have been created to facilitate

– yet complementary – feel of each adjoining

more business-related functions within the plaza

Plaza, added “I have always loved travel and

arrondissement (‘Fashionable’ (3rd), ‘Bohemian’

workspace, both formal and informal, as well as

staying at an inspiring hotel is often why I am

(10th) and ‘Modern’ (11th).

helping to bring people into the hotel.

excited about a business trip. Today’s traveller

Simon Kincaid, Partner, Conran and Partners, said

“The spaces in Place de la République are tech

wants to stay somewhere that inspires them,

of the work, “Within the individual elements of a

savvy, while acknowledging the need to embed

where innovative design creates great spaces

project there are always opportunities to work

humanity in the design to create a comfortable

that work well. We have collaborated on this

with manufacturers to create distinctive furniture

place to work and relax,” continues Kincaid.

project with Conran and Partners, a best-in-class

commissions and bespoke materials. For each

“The narrative we created for Crowne Plaza

design firm, and I feel genuinely excited about

new development, we study the locale and create

Paris-Republique is based on the concept of

how our new hotel spaces will enhance a guest’s

a narrative, drawing on our experience of blurring

‘New Modern’. It seeks to demonstrate that

stay with us.”

the boundaries between work and leisure to

business hotels can be exciting by offering

create strong, characterful places.”

guests kind, personal touches, while introducing

Conran and Partners’ approach was based on a

new, meaningful experiences for them to share

thorough analysis of Crowne Plaza’s success in

and – above all – to appeal to the senses as far

 www.ihg.com

the Americas as well as among its European target

as possible.

 @weareconran | @crowneplaza

market. The practice developed an architectural

“Our design narrative has informed the choice

strategy focusing on key elements within a typical

of furniture and accessories and even the rug
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drama of the various spaces through effective
scene setting and a cohesive lighting strategy.
This project also demonstrates how leisureorientated spaces are taking precedence over
more corporate approaches to hotel design
even when they are targeted at predominantly
business audiences.”
Libby Escolme, Global Vice President, Crowne

 www.conranandpartners.com
 www.crowneplaza.com

@IHGCorporate

All photography courtesy of Anna Stathaki

Spotlight | KBB Preview

layers of inspiration
KBB BIRMINGHAM 2020 TO OFFER LAYERS OF INSPIRATION IN KITCHENS,
BEDROOMS AND BATHROOMS FOR INTERIOR DESIGNERS’ EXHIBITOR FOCUS

kbb Birmingham, Europe’s largest dedicated

of refrigerators that allows users to set up their

create 3D photo realistic designs with product

kitchens, bedrooms and bathrooms exhibition

kitchen in a customised style. They are designed

lists, quantities and pricing. On Tilelook you will

returns for 2020 from 1-4 March, offering a wide

to be either freestanding or recess fit, meaning

find over 250k tiles from a range of international

range of interior design inspiration from KBB

they can have cabinetry fitted around the fridge,

brands. A must-see for this year, Tilelook will be

suppliers and manufacturers.

to maintain the built-in look which is a whole new

hosting live demos throughout the show.

category option in the market.

QA Flooring Solutions is a leading manufacturer

The show, taking place at the NEC, will feature

Cambria®, producer of natural stone surfaces,

of Luxury Vinyl Tiles and other flooring

over 400 exhibitors showcasing the latest products

offers a diverse palette of trend forward,

accessories. Its award winning Luvanto Design

and innovations.

sophisticated designs, colours and tones ranging

Flooring range adds style to any room and the

This year’s theme is “Individuality” – and the show will

from traditional to contemporary and bold to

brand will be exhibiting its latest ranges at this

feature a range of exhibitors ready to inspire visitors

eclectic, showcasing timeless beauty inspired by

year’s event.

with many layers of design inspiration for kitchen,

nature and innovated for real life. At kbb the brand

bathroom and bedroom spaces. Some examples

will be displaying innovative designs from its most

BEDROOM INSPIRATION

of the brands reflecting this theme and highlighting

recent launch: Golden Dragon and Islington.

Blum specialises in Moving Ideas; manufacturing

innovative new products at kbb 2020 include:

and distributing lift, hinge, and pull out systems for
BATHROOM INSPIRATION

furniture in all living spaces. At this year’s event,

KITCHEN INSPIRATION

Danish design brand Dansani will be displaying its

Blum will be showing its new SPACE STEP, a

BLANCO UK, which specialises in manufacturing

new YOU bathroom furniture collections as well

plinth solution which takes storage to new levels,

innovative kitchen sinks and taps will be

as their new towel warmers. Dansani produce and

AVENTOS HK top, a lift system, though small in

launching its new Smart Tap Collection, this

supply modular Bathroom furniture as well as

size, which inspires with many integrated features,

includes a filter tap, a sensor tap, a volume

shower enclosures and towel warmers. Dansani

and a pull-out shelf lock, which offers a discreet

measurement tap and a hot tap, making it

creates solutions that allow consumers to make

space-saving mechanism which securely holds an

perfect for consumers wanting a convenient yet

life - with all aspects involved - easier and more

open pull-out shelf in place.

sustainable choice.

beautiful, also more meaningful.

Samsung’s BESPOKE line up is a new category

Tilelook is an online marketplace where you can

 www.kbb.com
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STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD
SALICE will be exhibiting its range of furniture fittings for kitchens, bedrooms and
bathrooms at the KBB this March. Salice will be located in Hall 17, Stand O100/ N104
where the show-stopping stand will enable visitors to view, and see in operation, its
ever-expanding selection of products, ranging from the award winning hinges, sliding
systems, lift systems, runners and drawers, and accessories for furniture including
stylish storage and discreet waste management solutions. Salice’s Excessories range
is something rather special, offering a variety of storage solutions created to optimise
space and to facilitate the perfect arrangement of bedroom wardrobe interior fittings.
The collection allows wardrobes and walk-in wardrobes of all styles to accommodate
elegant hangers, scarves and tie hangers, bag hangers, cotton garment holder bags,
trouser hangers and shoe racks, all elements of singular refinement and efficiency.
Visitors can also experience Salice’s Exedra – the updated version of its industry–
standard pocket door system. Salice’s pioneering hinges will be on the stand too,
including the Silentia+ range. Designed to offer the most advanced deceleration system,
Silentia+ delivers a consistently perfect closing action across a range of hinges for doors
of all sizes, weights and applications.
01480 413831 | www.saliceuk.co.uk | kbb stand 0100/N104

GO CLEVER IN THE KITCHEN
BLANCO UK is entering a new era with its innovative range of kitchen
Smart Taps, geared towards highly specific uses within the kitchen.
BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter is an integrated BWT multi-stage filter
purifies the water, reduces limescale and heavy metal content and,
thus, enhances the taste. BLANCO filter systems provide three options,
warm, cold and filtered cold water, in this multi-functional tap. The
BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter is notable for its pull-out spout. The new
3-in-1 TAMPERA Hot from BLANCO is all that is needed for instant,
beautifully filtered, 100°C boiling water at the twist of a child-safe lever;
from an ultra-safe, super-hygienic and taste-free, four-litre titanium
boiler. Featuring an insulated spout, the TAMPERA Hot offers all the
benefits in terms of time, energy and space of a hot tap, with no need
for optional extras. The SOLENTA-S tap has a manual or hands-free
Start-Stop mode. With a near field sensor detection located in the
hose arm, unwanted activation is prevented. Finally, BLANCO UK has
also launched the clever EVOL-S Volume smart tap. This revolutionary
smart tap has an integrated measuring function with a precise rotary
control to give users the exact amount of water they need.
01923 635 200 | www.blanco.co.uk | kbb stand I100

BUSHBOARD RETURNS WITH
OPTIONS AND OMEGA
Bushboard one of the UK’s leading producers of laminate worksurfaces and
waterproof bathroom panels is exhibiting at the KBB Birmingham in March. On the
stand, Bushboard will be showcasing several brand developments, including striking
décor launches and restructuring highlights to the well-known Options and Omega
collections. The new ranges will be presented with an updated and striking new brand
look and in décor groups identified by type and trends; stones, woods, marbles and
monochromes. Visitors should also look out for eight new décor additions to Evolve,
the ground-breaking solid core laminate worksurfaces that will feature prominently in
lifestyle settings along with the new statement splashback range Vista. Bushboard’s
award-winning Nuance trimless bathroom panels celebrates its 10th birthday during
KBB. Nuance is a unique patented collection that is specified widely across all
bathroom markets as the leading alternative to ceramic tiling and will be prominent on
the stand.
www.bushboard.co.uk | Image: Options range | kbb stand G95
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Kitchens

PURE PROPORTIONS,
ELEGANTLY EXECUTED
SieMatic is regarded as a pioneer of the handle-free kitchen. It is therefore only natural
that in its 90th anniversary year the Westphalian kitchen manufacturer should also
focus on the new interpretation of the handle-free kitchen: The SieMatic SLX PURE. The
new kitchen concept has been met with great enthusiasm by dealers and customers
worldwide and has already won over the international jury of experts at the ICONIC
AWARDS 2020: Innovative Interior. In the category “Kitchen and Household” the kitchen
concept was awarded “Best of Best”. The competition, arranged by the German Design
Council, is aimed at all companies in the furnishing industry and their partners in interior
design. The high-calibre jury offered the following reasons for its decision: “The SieMatic
SLX PURE impresses with clear lines and great proportions. Cleverly integrated light
lets the worktop float in the air, further enhancing the impression of elegance and high
quality. Worth mentioning here are also the recessed grips which, as a design element,
additionally underline the extraordinary design standards.” This perfectly matches the
core of the SLX PURE, which exemplifies the fusion of kitchen and living room.
www.siematic.com

DRAMATIC DESIGNS FOR A
SCULPTURAL KITCHEN-LOUNGE
Among the most surprising natural stones in the Antolini Exclusive Stone Collection, Fusion
WOW quartzite is clearly the leading feature of a kitchen with essential volumes.
In an open light-filled space, large slabs of Fusion WOW quartzite create a longitudinal strip
on the floor with a design as valuable and striking as an expressionist painting: here, hints of
flames combined with shades of brick and a palette of greys that range from anthracite to
green, create surprising and unrepeatable textures only natural stone can offer.
The floor in Fusion WOW quartzite is matched with the monolithic block of the freestanding worktop containing a stainless steel sink. The finishing between the stone slab
and the smooth black worktop meet in a perfect line and the sidewall of this block confers
visual coherence between the horizontal strip of the floor and the vertical side of the block.
Another detail designed to enhance the entire environment is the fact that the quartzite
floor strip is interrupted in the middle of the kitchen block, to give light and freedom
to the entire space, while at the same time outlining a more operational area (with the
cooking top, fridge, oven) characterized by a neutral floor and black modular furniture.
The use of Fusion WOW quartzite transforms this contemporary style kitchen into a
representative environment that has no need for doors to hide behind, but instead
aspires to be shown and be the dominant feature of much larger spaces.
www.antolini.com

KELLER KITCHENS’
COUNTRYSIDE CHARM
New from Keller is a brand new model which gives kitchens a
touch of Rustic Charm. The countryside style can be crafted by
pairing natural-looking wood-effect doors (as pictured) and drawers
with a stone worktop and creating a contrast by selecting muted
tones across a few other cabinet fronts. For a more exclusive feel,
homeowners can mix up the Melamine shaker style doors by
opting for real wood cabinetry for some units and pairing them with
another of Keller’s five stains for the other door fronts. Alternatively,
the cabinetry is available nine colours from the Master Collection
and 14 colours from the Comfort Collection to ensure optimum
creativity with this design. Ideal for creating L-shaped kitchens, the
Rustic Charm design can be adapted for all homeowner tastes. For
example, Mediterranean tiles add a personal touch (as pictured)
or homeowners can choose other added accessories to suit their
style, such as worktops, appliances and even cupboard door and
drawer handles.
www.kellerkitchens.com
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Spotlight | Hornbeam Ivy

tailor-made taps
HORNBEAM IVY LIMITED IS A SPECIALIST IN TAPWARE FOR KITCHENS AND
BATHROOMS, CREATING BEAUTIFUL, HAND FINISHED PIECES THAT LAST A LIFETIME

Hornbeam Ivy is an independent family owned

steel. It looks great and is designed to last a lifetime.

directly with designers and showrooms. By working

company, specialising in the manufacture of

To complete this innovative range, the design

together, the company can create bespoke

top-quality kitchen taps and bathroom brassware.

team have now launched The Steam Valve 3 in 1

products, finishes and branding with company

tap, which will deliver hot and cold water, along

logos (for hospitality projects) or even a private

Hornbeam Ivy creates innovative products that

with 98° C water from a digitally controlled under

client’s house name, for that truly bespoke finish.

will last a lifetime. The team believes that the most

counter hot tank. Perfect for everyday cooking,

basic element for achieving high quality goods is

blanching fruits and vegetables or simply making

✆ 01373 461693

fully understanding and controlling every stage

a good cup of tea. This product is also available as

 www.hornbeamivy.co.uk

of the manufacturing process. All Hornbeam Ivy

a 3 in 1 filtered drinking water tap.

products are finished and assembled by hand to

The bathroom brassware range, Hollys of Bath,

produce the perfect tap, shower and accessory

represents quintessential British Victoriana. With

for the kitchen and bathroom. It is the handmade

its many years of manufacturing experience,

touches that make Hornbeam Ivy products special.

the hornbeam Ivy team has redesigned and

The company is proud to design and manufacture

re-engineered the classic bathroom tap with

its products in the company owned factory in

the latest ceramic valve technology. This

Frome, Somerset. Representing the best of British

comprehensive range also includes thermostatic

manufacturing, Hornbeam Ivy has been designing

bath shower mixers and showers, bringing modern

and manufacturing high quality taps, showers and

day functionality and classic design together

accessories for the bathroom and kitchen since

beautifully. Available in various finishes from

1986, working with some of the biggest names in

chrome and nickel to raw brass. Hornbeam Ivy will

the industry, including Grohe, Kohler, KWC and

make your product to order, in the finish of your

Victoria & Albert Baths and producing its own

choice and with custom branding if requested.

branded products.

Additional finishes such as gold or copper are also

The kitchen tap range Steam Valve Original is a

available on request.

classical/industrial style made from solid stainless

Hornbeam Ivy has 30 years of experience working
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Ask the Designer

ASK THE

DESIGNER

LAURA HAMMETT
Founder, Laura Hammett

ADELE LONERGAN
& MARIA LINDGREN

What is on your
agenda for 2020
and what are your
goals for your
studio?

HENRY PRIDEAUX

MONIQUE
TOLLGARD

Co-Founders, Covet & Noir

Founder, Henry Prideaux
Interior Design

exciting year yet for our studio.

We are working on some

I always feel motivated at the

We’re starting the year with

fantastic projects this year, but

start of a New Year (and decade)

Our agenda for 2020 is to put

lots of new projects, including

there is one we are particularly

with exciting new projects,

the WHY into our work this

a contemporary lake house

excited to be involved with,

plans to visit art galleries,

year. Why we do this; why it’s

in Switzerland and a stunning

something a little different for us,

exhibitions and trade shows to

important and why our clients

classical villa in Cannes, South

a boutique, luxury mental health

fuel my creativity (and hopefully

should invest in us - with their

of France. We’re also set to

centre. Set over five floors, the

source new sustainable and

time as well as part of their

deliver a number of other

centre is taking up residence in

ethical products). I am keen to

budget. We celebrate 15 years

overseas and UK based projects

an iconic building in Kensington

grow my professional network

of design journeying this year,

that we’ve been working on

& Chelsea, providing the full

by attending lots of creative

so we are looking back as well

over the last couple of years.

spectrum of psychotherapy,

workshops and events and

as forward to reflect on the

In addition to our interiors,

psychiatry, counselling and

would also love to improve my

fundamental questions of living

there is something very

coaching services. This is

own personal development by

and how we have answered

exciting in the pipeline that

very much a residential-led

learning something new (block

them.

we’ve been working on behind

commercial project, so is a

printing, weaving, upholstery,

the scenes for 18 months.

great fit for us. We would love

or something more technical

www.tollgard.com

I can’t say too much about

to take Covet to the countryside

perhaps…). I’m hoping to

@moniquetollgard

the project yet but all will be

in 2020. We’re always antique

collaborate with some of my

revealed later in the year!

sourcing in the Cotswolds, so

favourite suppliers to design

we’d love to take on a country

a small range of furniture

www.laurahammett.com

retreat. We also want to spend

and decorative hardware

@laurahammett.interiors

this year building relationships

and I will be supporting a

with more British artisans.”

handful of special charities.

covetnoir.com

www.henryprideaux.com

@covetnoir

@henryprideauxinteriordesign

2020 might just be the most
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Co-Founder,
Tollgard Design Group

Spotlight
| MFestival
Marcus
Spotlight:
INSIDE

celebrating 80 years
WITH QUALITY ARCHITECTURAL IRONMONGERY AT THE HEART OF ITS BRAND, M MARCUS IS
NOW PREPARING TO CELEBRATE 80 WONDERFUL YEARS OF DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

2020 marks the 80th anniversary of M Marcus,

Ranges available in multiple finishes. The textured

 www.m-marcus.com

the Midlands based manufacturer

surfaces of these knobs and pulls provide

 @heritagebrass

of architectural and electrical brassware.

aesthetic impact as well as a tactile element to
the touch points of the kitchens. The striking Solid

To commemorate its origins and history, the

Bronze range also sees an expansion with new

company will be launching several new ranges

shapes and designs in the Bronze and White

across its door hardware, cabinet hardware and

Bronze finish. The signature rustic, aged texture

electrical collections.

of this range is created through the use of a sand

The 2020 Cabinet Fittings Collection, the first

mould in the casting process.

launch to be unveiled, considerably enlarges

M Marcus’s Cabinet Hardware Collection now

the brand’s cabinet hardware proposal. With

consists of over 100 designs of knobs and pulls

new manufacturing and finishing techniques the

available in 19 unique finishes.

company has been able to reinvent its range

Originating in 1940 in the East End of London,

of designs, textures and finishes to provide

the family run business moved its premises to

homeowners, designers and architects with

Dudley in the 1980s with the founder’s two sons,

extensive choice and flexibility to suit their

Narendra and Pankaj, taking over as company

preferences.

directors. From conception to current day,

Narendra Karnani, Managing Director of M

M Marcus has focused on creating innovative

Marcus, explains, “With the move towards open

designs whilst upholding their core values of

plan living, kitchens are increasingly becoming

excellent customer service and quality products.

the social hub of the home. Our new finishes and

This ethos has enabled the company to expand

textures will enable designers to consider cabinet

and establish an international presence with the

knobs and pulls as an integral part of the décor.”

birth of its partner companies; Ashley Norton

Notable additions to the cabinet hardware

and Heritage Brass LLC in the USA and UAE

collection include the Knurled, Reeded and Fossil

respectively.
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Decorative Accessories

SUBLIME MID-CENTURY MODERN PIECES
Elstead Lighting is a decorative lighting manufacturer and distributor based in
Hampshire, UK. Greatly renowned for traditional lighting, the company has a wide
portfolio of products which also includes retro and contemporary styles. Some
products are still made in their UK factory in Alton, which includes a bespoke shade
making facility with a variety of affordable and luxury fabrics to suit many needs.
Elstead Lighting has announced a new limited edition range of sublime lighting with
Mid-Century modern flair. The range includes table lamps, wall lights, pendants and
chandeliers, all using a mix of high quality finishes. Pictured is the Brianna, a chandelier
with graceful, seamless curvature and elongated tubular arms, which lend fluidity and
modern appeal to its classic minimalist silhouette. Shown in rich, gilded Burnished
Brass, it is also available in a more contemporary Polished Nickel finish. Optional
cylindrical white linen shades can be added to the chandelier for a softer light and
overall look. A showroom is open to the trade and public six days a week, showing
over 2,000 products in Alton, Hampshire.
www.elsteadlighting.com

UNDULATING PATTERN
The Japanese design aesthetic of Wabi-Sabi is an appreciation of the
beauty found in imperfection, the acceptance of transience. When
the coastal tide rolls out leaving beautiful sand ripples, a stunning
but temporary undulating pattern is revealed. These shoreline sand
ripples are the inspiration for the new woollen fabric collection from
Mkira. The undulating twill design in the new Ombre Wave fabric is
reminiscent of the beautiful patterns found on the beach. As with all
Mkira products the elements used to create the range are ethically
sourced from the British Isles. The new Ombre Wave range uses the
softest Donegal 100 per cent Pure Merino wool; known for its warmth
and the colourful flecks distributed throughout the yarn. The fabric
has an ombre effect; gradually blending colours from light to dark
tones, available in two distinct yet delicate shades, soft heather and
deep sea.
www.mkria.co.uk

CUSTOMISABLE FEATURE SHELVING
River Bespoke, the Norfolk based independent brand, specialise in the design and
manufacture of beautiful, handcrafted and bespoke shelves, which, when put together
in clusters on a wall deliver a striking and unique feature for expressing style and
personality. The simple, elegant designs provide the perfect way of rotating decorative
accessories, making it easy to update a space or change the décor to rotate with
the season. Not only do styled shelves create a focal point of interest in any room,
they also provide a space for bringing other textures and tones in the room together.
River Bespoke provides a bespoke product that is completely customisable from
frame size and layout, frame colour and finish, to timber choice. The design team are
focused on achieving a seamless finish so all joints are hidden creating a true floating
effect. They also use the finest sustainably sourced hardwoods including Ash, Oak and
American walnut.
www.riverbespoke.com
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Design Edit | Decorate

DESIGN EDIT

decorate
Editor Jade Tilley looks to the softer side of interiors this issue with some
divinely decorative pieces that offer a sumptuous layer to spaces.

FROLICKING RUG
by Pierre Yovanovitch
Pierre Yovanovitch debuted his ‘LOVE’ collection at R & Company,
NYC last year and EVERY SINGLE PIECE was to die for. This rug,
named Frolicking for reasons we don’t care, we just enjoy so much, is
crafted from wool, mohair and silk and uses Aubusson handweaving
to create the luscious pile. Yovanovitch’s love of storytelling continues
with this collection and the richness and warmth of the tones and
textures is understated and elegant, yet playful and engaging.
www.pierreyovanovitch.com

ODINO by Porada
Known for its take on modern living and minimalism, Porada
collaborated with a team of renowned designers to bring the
Nineteen collection in 2019. Odino, designed by Molteni &
Baron is made in Ash and can be hung or propped against a
wall, with adjustable feet offered for the latter. Odino is a grand
statement in a simple form which will appeal to many for its
ability to open up rooms with its vast mirror expanse.
www.porada.it

CABANA FOOTSTOOL by Timothy Oulton
Decorative accessory or must-have furniture piece? You decide. Often footstools can
be used to embellish a space with fun and frivolity as well as be used for a multitude
of uses, an actual stool for your feet being at the bottom of that list. Here, Timothy
Oulton gives us Cabana in yeti black. It is soft, ski chalet chic and definitely falls into the
‘touchy feely’ category of design. Cabana Footstool in Yeti Black is priced at £1,175.
www.timothyoulton.com
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In Studio

inSTUDIO
LUCY PAINTER, FOUNDER, STUDIO, LOOKS AT THE CONFIDENCE KNOCK THAT
TAKING TIME OFF CAN HAVE AND RETURNING TO WORK AFTER A BREAK

I remember returning to work after being off for

can look out for opportunities for them, you would

twelve months due to illness and it absolutely

be delighted to help. So reach out! A referral to a

terrified me. It’s amazing how even a short period

company will always be more welcomed than a

of time out of the workplace can drain your

speculative email.

confidence and self-esteem.

Be visible, LinkedIn is a great tool to let your
network know that you’re back in the game.

If you’ve taken a sabbatical or time out to have

Comment on projects, perhaps write a blog and

children then the thought alone of applying to jobs

amend your title to say ‘Senior Interior Designer -

and attending interviews is enough to make you sit

immediately available’. I guarantee you will have at

down and procrastinate for even longer! However,

least three recruiters call you! You can then utilise

it doesn’t have to be this overwhelming. You can

the recruiter for feedback on the CV and portfolio

actually turn it to your advantage and see it as a

you’re sending out.

start of a new chapter and the exploration of fresh

The other piece of advice I would offer is to be

opportunities.

flexible. Don’t hold out for the perfect job when

The first step is to start immersing yourself into

you first return to work. On many occasions I see

design industry news, either to refresh your

designers turn down job offers as they think the

memory or learn something new, by reading

grass may be greener and for some reason the

about new trends, projects that have emerged

projects or company are ‘not quite right’. Turning

and companies that are winning work. It will give

roles away often ends up with the designer waiting

you that extra self-assurance when you’re in an

another four - six weeks for a new opening. It’s

interview and the subject turns to your current

essential you dive straight in, even if it’s only five-

knowledge of the design world.

day freelance project, it will give you the confidence

Now a break on your CV isn’t the end of the world

boost you needed and, I often see this turning into

but it can cause employers to hesitate. That’s why

longer-term work. See the first job back into work

it is absolutely vital to start utilising your network.

as a stepping-stone, a new design company to put

This in itself can feel like you’re being needy

on your CV to disguise the break in employment

but put yourself in the other person’s shoes; If a

whilst you look for the perfect new job.

designer you had worked with before informed

Now use your renewed energy to immerse yourself

you they were looking for work and asked if you

in finding that role!
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Studio was created by Lucy
Painter to offer candidates
and clients within the interior
design industry a recruitment
solution that has a vision and
a genuine interest for interiors.
Studio strives to make an
impact on design careers and
businesses by following simple
foundations: approachability,
transparency and a realistic
approach. Most importantly,
Studio takes the time to listen
to your needs.
www.studio.eu.com

Bloom by
hello@haberdashery.com · haberdashery.com · +44 (0) 207 503 7080

Spotlight | Deco Glaze

BRILLIANCE VISION PRECISION




USING THE FINEST RAW MATERIALS AND AN INNOVATIVE, FULL CIRCLE
SERVICE APPROACH TO DELIVER BEAUTIFUL GLASS SPLASHBACKS
TO DESIGNERS, DECO GLAZE IS A CUT ABOVE THE REST
DECO GLAZE UK was founded in 2000 by Jeff

more environmentally friendly product whilst also

meaning the company can maintain its standards

and Holly Rhodes when they identified there

reducing the carbon footprint. This is yet another

right through from the placement of orders to the

was an unfulfilled demand for this unique and

industry first for this cutting-edge company.

finished product. After surveying on-site, utilising

innovative product within the UK. Today, DECO

What sets Deco Glaze apart from other suppliers

the latest technology (the Deco Glaze survey AP)

GLAZE is a highly respected manufacturer

is its stringent quality assurance system. From

the survey drawings are emailed to head office

and installer of bespoke colour coated glass

production to supply and installation, the glass is

and directly drive the glass cutting process in its

splashbacks and worktops.

produced in-house under strict quality monitoring

state of the art factory. This in-turn dramatically

systems. From cutting, edging, polishing and

speeds up the production process.

Deco Glaze use only the finest raw materials,

painting, Deco Glaze controls it all in house. This

Whether you’re looking to transform your

including low iron optically clear glass. In

ensures the highest quality finished product,

client’s kitchen or bathroom, DecoGlaze™ offers

collaboration with colour experts, the company

industry leading warranties and lead times.

unlimited potential in transforming a home both

uses a unique water-based paint system, an

Deco Glaze also has its own nationally based team

aesthetically and practically.

innovation meaning that Deco Glaze provides a

of qualified surveyors and installation partners,

Deco Glaze custom manufactures coloured glass
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to suit your clients own style, be it bright and bold
or subtle and sultry. You can even be adventurous
and create custom colours, for say, a hospitality
or commercial project. With a coloured glass
splashback, any area can be transformed from
bland to bold, from insipid to inviting.
Deco Glaze has a large range of exclusive colours
and finishes including its unrestricted paint-match
option. In addition to the standard range, Deco
Glaze also offers a designer range, Graphic Glaze,
which is where any high-quality image can be
printed directly onto the glass. Whether it is a
photo, a unique artwork design, a stock image, the
design is only limited by your imagination.
Deco Glaze glass splashbacks, worktops or wall
panels are perfect for every kitchen or bathroom
making interiors feel instantly luxurious
Deco Glaze glass is not only durable, beautiful
and colourful, it is also super easy to clean and
hygienic too. It has a reflective nature that creates
a feeling of depth, light and space in whatever
room it is required, the kitchen, utility bathroom,
or even office. Whether the function is residential
or commercial, a new build or a renovation, Deco
Glaze can add the wow factor!
If you’re looking for ways to improve private
residential or commercial space, call the Deco
Glaze team to see if they can help. It’s free to have
a meeting with the experts.

✆ 020 8569 8585
 decoglaze.co.uk
 @decoglazeltd
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DESIGNER PROFILE

BRYAN
O’SULLIVAN

JADE TILLEY SPOKE TO BRYAN O’SULLIVAN ABOUT HIS CAREER SHIFT FROM
POTENTIAL CHEF TO WORKING FOR SOME OF THE MOST PROLIFIC DESIGNERS
ACROSS THE GLOBE BEFORE SETTING UP HIS OWN STUDIO IN 2013

Bryan O’Sullivan is the Founder of BoS Studio.
The Bryan O’Sullivan Studio design aesthetic brings together
multiple influences to create places where people feel
comfortable and at ease, while maintaining a sense of place.
For Bryan and his collection of talented designers in the studio,
the team is everything; they believe it’s important to draw from
a breadth of expertise and inspiration, both for themselves as
creatives and the clients. With a style that is compelling, elegant
and timeless. the studio comes to each project with fresh eyes,
resulting in original work that reflects its setting and is tailor-made
for every project.
Here, Bryan shares his stories of his granddad’s sketching skills and
home intricacies, his father’s valued opinion as a former football
coach and his mother’s influences in art and design, as well as his
early influences in catering and hospitality.
What is your earliest memory of design having an
impact on you?
My Granddad was a draftsman and gifted drawer but was actually
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a builder and entrepreneur. He trained as a
draftsman in a firm and was really good at
sketching so used to do a lot of scale plans. I
remember doing baby versions of his work.
He used to renovate churches so he had all
these samples of stained glass windows. The
first time I noticed design was then; he had this
door handle in his house in this Swedish design
– it was very cool and I remember it vividly.
In Ireland in the 80s design wasn’t a huge
deal and therefore not overly accessible. My
granddad’s house was very different; it had
salvaged panels, hand cut pieces out of doors
with inset glass.
My mum is very into art and design as well,
so I grew up with that influence. I would visit
friends’ houses whose parents would have
the exact same house, which never changed.
My mum was always updating and moving
things, art was encouraged – painting and
drawing. We were actually limited on TV,
which of course, we were enraged about at
the time as kids, but now my brother and I both
work in the creative industries; my brother is a
graphic designer.
Where did you study design and
what did you specialise in?
When I was really young I wanted to be a pilot,
then I decided I wanted to be an architect but
the points system was really high in Ireland so I
didn’t even apply.
My parents had restaurants and bars during
my youth and were opening a new one
when I was around 17/18. I was interested
in chefing and hospitality management was
the next choice, so I did that for a year. I then
did a summer on a building site in New York.
When I got back I applied to uni in the UK
and got a place at Greenwich after taking a
year out to work for a Dublin based furniture
design company.
In September 2002 I moved to London and
have more or less been here since. I did my
architecture Part 1 at Greenwich and then
my Part 2 at Westminster. I took a gap year
and worked in NYC for Annabelle Selldorf.
Then during one summer I worked for David
Collins Studio and when I finished University I
returned to David Collins for a year. Following
that I went on to work for Martin Brudnizki for
three years.
The advice I would give to any designer
is to get about and get as many different
experiences as you can. I have had some
amazing opportunities to work with many
different established designers. I was very lucky
and they’ve all been great, but it’s important to
get a variety of experiences as you can come
across some horrendous bosses.
How has design education changed
since you studied?
In some ways it’s really hard to tell how it’s
changed as I’m not there but I do have visiting
tutor friends who keep me up to date and
we have some great new talent coming into
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the office. We are very inclusive and offer the
chance for everyone to demonstrate how
good they are. I’d say Millennials definitely
have a different outlook, so attitudes have
changed – they have no fear!
What kind of designer did you aspire
to be and who are your inspirations?
I am always inspired by Annabelle Selldorf and
I loved working for her; her aesthetic, deep
thinking and rootedness to concept. She is
principled and her style is very apparent. I also
really enjoyed working for David Collins – he
was super talented and I got on so well with
him. The way he could bring things together
was so clever. He could make just a few
tweaks and it would transform a space.
Martin Brudnizki was a really nice boss, very
driven and highly successful but has a great
way of dealing with people.
You pick up different things from different
people that you would like to see in yourself,
so these varied experiences really helped me
form my own studio – it’s the bit that you don’t
learn at Uni – business.
Also, I must mention my parents. My dad was
a teacher and my mum had coffee shops so
I learned from them the simple principles of
business, which was so helpful.
What was your first professional
design commission?
It was two villas in Ibiza, next to each other in
Jesús, near Ibiza town. It was a development
so we couldn’t go too far with our concept
but it was an amazing starting point for us. It
was initially just one project but we ended
up doing about 14 projects with that client,
including a yacht, main house, plane, ski chalet
in Courchevel and commercial work! The
chalet project was more personal for the client;
it was a big project and was really rewarding
at the end. Through this client we’ve also had
referral work.
Getting to know any client is a lengthy process,
understanding each other takes time and at
Courchevel we were very much still getting
to know each other, so there were lots of
challenges there.
What has been your biggest design
commission to date?
The one at the moment! A palace/country
house/ hotel in Ireland, which backs onto
the Rock of Cashel. It’s a Queen Anne Estate
and we’re adding a spa and a new wing
for bedrooms with the old stables being
converted into bedrooms. The old school
house is also being converted.
This is a grand project of Georgian proportions;
we are working with a local architect, local
conservationist and five people from our team,
as well as another interior designer being on
board for about 25 per cent of the project.
How would you describe your studio?
I feel we are quite inclusive. I hope it’s an
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environment where no one is afraid. To do
this, we try to bring everyone into the circle
and brainstorm together. We all sit together to
discuss projects. My dad, the former teacher
and football coach, comes in every four – six
weeks, and, equating sport to business, he
does one-on-ones with everyone in the office.
It’s team building and he’s managed to pick up
on a few areas of unhappiness and helps with
our overall ethos. He’s like a counselor for our
team in a way.
What are the key characteristics you look for
when bringing new talent into your studio?
I suppose that still the most important thing is
drawing skills, as well as CAD, PhotoShop and
Illustrator experience.
Personality, it’s very much a question of ‘Are
they a good fit?’ We are an office of 24, plus an
office in New York because of our two large
Hamptons projects at the moment. An exSelldorf friend is heading up the NYC office so
actually we’re a team of 26 in total.
I remember every time we’ve got bigger it’s
always felt like a huge leap. Even going from
Evelyn (Evelyn Conway, Director) and I to
the third person felt huge, it was a massive
deal to us.
Where is the majority of your work based?
And how has travel helped to shape and
influence your ideas on design?
In Ireland for the last three years working on
different areas, including my own wedding
venue. We have some residential work in
Dublin and Portugal, a hotel in the Faro resort,
and one in Spain, yacht projects in Greece, an
NYC project and then in London there are the
big projects like the Berkeley, The Connaught
and Claridges.
What do you think should be a key focus for
designers moving forward in 2020?
Regulations are tightening now, residential
project standards have changed and they
need to be met. Things such as open fires.
I think Attenborough is really showing us what
is happening and wherever we can, we will
always aim to incorporate these better ways
of working.
For us as a studio, the team’s essence is super
important, making sure people are happy is
top of the list. Happy people create better
results and when the projects are better, we
are afforded the opportunities to make our
team even happier.
If you hadn’t become an interior designer
what would you be doing?
I think I would be an hotelier or restaurateur.
As I said, I was into chefing when I was
younger and with my mum and dad working in
that industry it’s in my blood.

 www.bos-studio.com
 @bosstudio
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SAM’S RIVERSIDE
DESIGN LSM HAS HAD A FANTASTIC YEAR OF PROJECT COMPLETIONS
AND OPENINGS AND SAM’S RIVERSIDE, IS A NEW BRASSERIE
CONCEPT FROM THE DESIGN AND STRATEGY TEAM

DesignLSM, the award-winning hospitality

was to create a sophisticated and contemporary

lamps and pastel pink bar stools creates a social

specialist, has been very busy of late but back

dining environment using the riverside setting as a

ambience at the centre of the space.

in the Autumn of 2019 completed designing

focal point within the design. Whilst employing the

The main restaurant benefits from expansive

the interiors for restaurateur Sam Harrison’s

same interior language throughout, DesignLSM

windows affording maximum natural daylight

new brasserie concept at Riverside Studios in

has broken the 4,000 sqft. restaurant into

and atmospheric river views. Large blown glass

Hammersmith, London.

distinct areas creating a cohesive guest journey

pendants and bespoke wall fixtures illuminate the

throughout the space.

space with warm light that transitions seamlessly

Following their successful partnership on previous

The main entrance from Crisp Walk is enhanced

throughout the day. The restaurant also

projects, DesignLSM and Sam have collaborated

with elegantly lit copper signage. A secondary

accommodates an 18-cover private dining room,

together once again to bring West London’s dining

entrance from the studio leads diners through

which is enclosed by modern Crittal screens.

scene a new highly refined restaurant that depicts

an illuminated timber slatted tunnel filled with a

The honesty of the materials is a key driver to

the vibrancy and creativity of the neighbourhood.

prominent selection of wines. Cosy burnt orange

DesignLSM’s overall aesthetic with every element

Located in the ground floor unit of the studios,

banquette seats have been situated by the open

being carefully considered throughout to ensure

Sam’s Riverside is attractively framed by

kitchen space providing generous views of the

that the space seamlessly unifies together. A palette

impressive riverside views of Hammersmith Bridge

restaurant’s culinary process. A large marble-

of stained oak, brass and marble sits amongst

and the famous Thames Path. DesignLSM’s brief

topped cocktail bar adorned with retro style

polished concrete floors and columns of the existing
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structure. The designers were also influenced by
colour tones from Sam’s culinary roots introducing
subtle nods though furnishings and a palette of rich
dark teal, burnt orange and pale pinks.
The restaurant also features commissioned artwork
pieces by local artist Tomo Campbell with bold,
layered arrangements of complementary colours

SUPPLIER LIST
Project Team
Interior Design - DesignLSM
Client - Genuine Restaurants Ltd
Lighting - Atelier Lighting
Furniture - Contract Chair
Artwork - Tomo Campbell

offsetting against the softness of the interior details.
Tom Munson, Senior Designer, Design LSM, said “It
was key for us to understand and translate Sam’s
vision into a narrative that had real resonance for
him as well as his new London audience. This
project has been a true labour of love for us and
Sam and we have relished the opportunity to
work with him again and help create an exciting
new restaurant proposition that I’m sure will thrive
within the local community.”
Sam Harrison, Owner, Sam’s Riverside,
commented, “I worked with DesignLSM on my last
two restaurants and had no doubt that I wanted
to work with them again on my new project. I had
so many ideas and dreams in my head for what I
wanted Sam’s Riverside to be and I am so grateful
for DesignLSM making that happen. I am really
proud of what we have achieved, and I think they
have managed to create something outstanding
and fitting of our incredible location and views.
I love the look and feel of the room and almost
more importantly how it operates.”
 www.designlsm.com

All photography courtesy of Andrew Burton
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Paint, Paper & Wallcoverings

WOVEN ENGLISH WEAVE BY
JOHN BOYD TEXTILES
Woven by John Boyd Textiles since 1837 using the original
historic looms, horsehair fabrics are used mainly for upholstery,
wallcoverings, screens, lampshades and cinemas for speakers
and walling. This exclusive English fabric is highly regarded for its
quality, lustre, durability and natural fire resistance as well as acoustic
properties and is suited to residential and commercial properties.
Samples of the new contemporary colours and weaves are available
upon request. John Boyd Textiles are taking part in London Design
Week at the Alton-Brooke showroom.
01963 350451 | www.johnboydtextiles.co.uk

DIGITAL PRINTING ON DEMAND
John Mark Watson, Managing Director of John Mark Ltd, comments on his company’s
use of digital printing using HP Latex systems, “The colour and tone of wallpapers is key
to creating an atmosphere; a calming uniformity throughout an entire interior, a warming
cocoon of complementary colours, or a vibrant splash of contrasting tones that shakes
up a space. Patterns and full-wall mural designs work as conversation pieces, as people
want their homes and workspaces to reflect their individuality. At John Mark Ltd we
have pioneered the use of digital printing technology, using next-generation HP Latex
systems, that gives designers access to an almost unlimited colour palette without the
costs associated with traditional printing methods. Just as important as colour is texture;
people want to touch wallcoverings. We have developed modern digital printing
techniques that bring many luxe materials into the mix, like silk, linen, grass cloth, faux
suede and foils. On-demand digital printing allows design houses to order very short
runs of wallpaper, even bespoke designs, so their customers can be sure their interior
is unique.”
www.johnmark.co.uk

UNIQUE FEATURE WALLS
FROM LOVE MAPS ON!
Love Maps On is a leading supplier of map wallpapers and wall art
in the UK. The company’s Ordnance Survey Mapping and Vintage
Ordnance Survey Mapping can be centred on any GB postcode
and can be produced on made-to-measure wallpapers, canvases,
ceramic tiles, glass splash-backs and framed prints. With more than
35 years experience in the cartographic industry, Love Maps On
know maps better than anyone. The company’s dedicated mapping
experts are on-hand to offer guidance and advice ensuring that
every map is created exactly to customer specifications.
01344 427647 | www.lovemapson.com
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my ICON
GEMMA GORDON-DUFF
CO-FOUNDER, GORDON-DUFF & LINTON

Gordon-Duff & Linton was formed in 2014
after Gary Linton and Gemma Gordon-Duff
had collaborated on several successful
developments. Gordon-Duff & Linton provide
tailored design services for developers,
private individuals and commercial clients.
Gary and Gemma create bespoke interiors that are truly tailor-made and
individual, which complement and are sympathetic to the fabric of the
buildings they work on. Gemma began her career in the film and television
industry. Craving a different kind of creativity, she went back to school and
retrained at the KLC School of Design.
Gemma, who is your design icon?
There are so many designers I admire and each design in very different styles so
it’s difficult to select just one so I’ve been greedy and have selected three icons!
Jean-Louis Denoit for the way he beautifully mixes the old and new, his interiors
always appear effortlessly elegant; Kelly Wearstler for the sheer joy, humour and
abundance of her designs: and Christian Liaigre, the pared-back aesthetic and
striking use of materials and furniture design is a joy to behold.
What are they each most famous for?
Jean-Louis Denoit for his Parisan chic, Kelly Wearstler for her bold use of colour,
form (and possibly the Playboy spread) and Christian Liaigre; a byword for
understated elegance. All three of these designers have gone on to build global
brands encompassing hotels, hospitality, residential, yachts, as well as their own
lighting and furniture lines.
How is their work viewed and what kind of impact
have they had on the design industry?
They are all in the front rank of the best designers in the world, the ‘couture’ of
interior design and admired greatly. All three have had an enormous impact on
the interior design industry, elevating awareness of impeccable design.
Why have you chosen all three designers as your icons?
They have all been massively influential to the design industry and provide an
enormous amount of inspiration to designers young and old. Not only do they
have successful practices doing incredible work, they also demonstrate that a
diverse portfolio, alongside furniture and lighting ranges can lead to business
success. They are all the essence of a design icon.
Which projects from your own portfolio demonstrate a nod to your their work?
All three of these design icons have influenced me in ways and I love looking at
their work for inspiration. In one of my recent projects, the Maple Building, the
main reception floor was inspired by one of Kelly Wearstlers’ bathrooms. In a
luxury office project in Chelsea we were influenced by Jean-Louise Denoit for the
flooring and bespoke stair carpet that runs through all seven floors. Currently we
are working on a project in the South of France where I’m being heavily influenced
by Christian Liaigre’s amazing laid back, yet totally considered aesthetic.
If you could be remembered for one element of your design, what would it be?
Our eclecticism. There is a broad variety of projects that we undertake from hotels
to chalets to London houses, even a hair salon and I love that each project is
unique to the client.

 www.gordondufflinton.com
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LIFT ME UP
ThirdWay Interiors appointed The Platform Lift Company to provide
a modern bespoke open style platform lift solution for the newly
refurbished reception area of the Metro Building Hammersmith.
ThirdWay Interiors required a stylish platform lift solution to
overcome the physical barrier of four steps from the communal
space and reception area leading up to the offices/lift lobby.
The design brief specified that the lift should be contemporary
to complement the black interior finishes used within the newly
refurbished reception area and café. The Platform Lift Company
designed and built a bespoke platform lift solution. To create an
open and modern feel to the lift, glass was used for the door and
car, and steel black mesh for the sides. Installation was carried out
over two days. The stylish finish of the platform lift fits seamlessly
within the newly refurbished communal space. The RAL colour of the
black mesh used for the sides of the lift perfectly matches the black
interior details and the glazed fronted lift mirrors the contemporary
feel of the impressive double height glass-fronted reception area.
www.platformliftco.co.uk

BISLEY IS WORKPLACE DESIGN

instantly, whenever they choose. Reimagined for 2019, Let It Be is Bisley’s

Bisley designs and provides high-quality, reliable furniture for every working

aspect, integrated furniture and storage solution that connects people and the

environment. BOB is the beautifully crafted modular storage and display

workspace. Inspired by the need for a versatile, open working environment,

system from the company. Premiered at Milan in April 2019 and developed
in collaboration with award winning British designer Paul Kelley, BOB’s infinite
configurations can be adapted for any use and environment, whether at home
or in the workplace. The collaboration unifies Kelley’s design innovations
with the expert craftsmanship and manufacturing expertise of Bisley. BOB is

next evolution of Be. Designed in-house by Bisley, Be is a creative, dual

Be’s adaptable, flexible workspace provides a mix of organic hubs where
people can interact and connect; whether an area for collaborative working,
an individual space for focused desk work, or a relaxed setting for quality
breaks. With both a pre-designed range and a fully bespoke option, the units
are available in a range of heights, widths, colours and choices of materials
and finishes. Perfectly suited for creating subtle space and territory division

meticulously hand crafted and features a clever system that uses technology

in open plan settings, Be supports multiple possibilities in the workplace,

friendly magnets to securely lock the modules together. The beauty is in the

creating environments that inspire performance.

simplicity and playfulness of the design; cubes and units click together to form

www.bisley.co.uk

different arrangements, allowing the user to change the design of the system

@wearebisley
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SHARED PASSION IS KEY TO SUCCESS
A talented and enthusiastic design team is something that Phil Bennett relishes and at
Lyndon, he knows his team has that in abundance. As Head of Design, Phil oversees
the implementation of new designs into the Lyndon portfolio, manages bespoke
projects and supports in-house manufacturing. Phil states that the fantastic fusion of
creativity and invention and a shared passion within the team to enhance the Lyndon
collection through new, considered designs and details is the key to success. Phil
explains: “Collectively we’re involved in the development of new products from start to
finish and each of us brings something different to the table.” As a manufacturer of high
quality upholstered and timber-based furniture, the design team continuously aim to
recognise the personality of the Lyndon brand and to develop new products that fit into
the signature Lyndon style. “It is vital for us to understand how a design can be made
efficiently, accurately and economically… I can always find something interesting in each
and every individual piece of the Lyndon collection. From the beautiful stitch detailing
of the Lexe Armchair to the architectural form of the Nevez bench, we have some
beautifully well-made items of furniture and there are many exquisite details nestled
within our product portfolio which I know myself and the team are extremely proud of.”
www.bossdesign.com

Maysa
Lyndon
342 Swindon Rd
Cheltenham
GL51 9JZ

Showroom
7 Clerkenwell Rd
London EC1M 5RN
sales@lyndon.co.uk

lyndon.co.uk
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HONG KONG HQ
AB CONCEPT, A LEADING LUXURY DESIGN STUDIO, HAS
ADDED TO ITS ILLUSTRIOUS PORTFOLIO WITH A NEW OFFICE
DESIGN FOR ITS OWN STUDIO IN HONG KONG

AB Concept, one of the leading luxury interior

With its headquarters based in the multicultural

2019 to celebrate its anniversary and to meet with

design houses, is proud to announce the

city of Hong Kong, AB Concept continues to gain

French luxury brands, artisans and hoteliers.

removal of its headquarters to Hong Kong’s most

worldwide recognition for its innovative concepts

Of the new studio in Hong Kong, its location

prestigious new building, Victoria Dockside.

and projects. Today Ed and Terence oversee

has more meaning and heritage for Eg than

their design ateliers across multiple locations

simply a strategic location move. Referred to

Founded in 1999, AB Concept is lead by designer

and manage a talented team to translate their

as the “dark side” by locals, Kowloon has long

and architect duo, Ed Ng and Terence Ngan,

unique vision into truly extraordinary spaces. The

been the less attractive stepsister to glamorous

who together, have built their practice into an

company celebrated its 20th anniversary in 2019

Hong Kong island. Ed notes that “this is the exact

international design powerhouse, establishing a

across Milan, Vienna, Shanghai, and Paris. To

neighbourhood where I grew up, where my mom

well-respected name in hospitality, retail, wellness,

reinforce the brand’s strong ties with France and

went to work and where I went to school; where

F&B, commercial and residential projects.

Europe, Ed Ng travelled to Paris in September

the first modern Regent Hotel stood, and where
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my parents would take me on a weekend outing.”
With the addition of the Victoria Dockside
complex and the upscale Rosewood Hotel inside
it, Kowloon is finally looking and feeling on par
with Hong Kong. It even hosted the Festival
de Cannes Film Week at K11 MUSEA back in
November.
The building itself offers spectacular views of
the harbour in a modern, inspiring setting. AB
Concept’s new office is part of K11 Atelier, the
innovative next-generation workspace inside the
Victoria Dockside building.
“We are very excited about the move, not just
because of the address but because this is where
things are happening now. We are also taking this
opportunity to change the layout of our office and
present a new concept of a collaborative work
environment”, says Ed Ng.
“Each time we moved, our office gave us a new
platform to rethink how the teams should be
organised to optimise the workflow, directly
translating our design methodology and logistics.
We no longer have principals’ desks, for example.
My partner Terence Ngan and I will be “managing
by walking around” and interacting with the teams
more directly.
The new office thus features more cooperative
spaces and a more thoughtfully curated collection
of materials. “We used to have an enormous
collection of samples at our old office, where we
had the luxury of space. But in the end, we found
that it takes a lot more time to select the right
materials and you end up using only a portion of
truly special samples anyway.
“In the new office, we purposely allocated less
space for our sample library as a complete
opposite to the ‘the-bigger-the-better’ concept
we had previously adopted. Now we have to be
extremely selective with what goes into the library.
Plus, much more is now available online and
digitally anyway,” explains Ed Ng.
The integration of the principals’ offices into the
main office and changes to the sample collection
allowed the interior architects to create a more
intimate and fluent setting. Materials now surround
the working areas instead of being hidden away
in a rack; hexagonal desks have replaced straight
benches to enhance communication.
“We also use panoramic monitors to guarantee
sufficient digital desktop space, yet the corners
remain open to turn into ad-hoc co-working areas.
“We started out 20 years ago with a handful of
people in an organic office design, everyone sitting
together to facilitate very close communication.
As the company got bigger, we began to
demarcate different roles and areas in a more
corporate setting.
“But after years of evolution, we realised that for
us the design process should stay organic after all.
It’s all about teamwork and interaction between
ALL players. So this time we went back to the
original collaborative layout but with a new twist.
“We are very happy with the results. The new
office design is making our team more cheerful,
flexible and dynamic, while preserving the right
setting for creativity,” says Ed. That is how design
should be.
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SUPPLIER LIST
Artwork - Day Dreaming (2010) by Korean
Artist Yim Tae Kyu
Circular Chair - “Large Flower” by Roberto
Lazzeroni, produced by the brand Ceccotti
Collezioni
Chairs - Teak Lounge Chairs by Peter Hvidt
& Orla Molgaard
Side table - Monkey Side Table Jaime Hayon
Decoration - Bronze Rabbit by Lamont
Kitchen cabinets - Wood and brass kitchen
cabinetry custom design by AB Concept.
Refrigerator - by Sub-Zero
Lighting (office area) - Paper lamps are Maru
by Ingo Maurer
Office desks - Hexagonal desks custom
designed by AB Concept
Wall art - Hans Voigt Steffensen, “Giselle”
Ballet 1987
Glass display cabinet - Vintage cabinet,
by Meubles D’Art A/de Beyne
Fabricant Roubaix
Lighting (Left, bar area) - The Ingo Maurer Oh
Mei Ma Weiss Chandelier
Bar stools - “Tractor Stools” by the brand
BassamFellows
Lighting (bar area) - The Ingo Maurer Oh Mei
Ma Weiss Chandelier
Chandeliers - Hans-Agne Jakobsson
Table - Dining table by Ib Kofod Larsen
Chair - Danish rosewood armchair by Kai
Lyngfeldt Larend for Soren Willadsen
Wall art - “Heaven is Weeping” by
Christian Tamondnog
Sculpture - “FLY AWAY HOME S-TYPE #8”
by Korean Artist Yim Tae Kyu
TV Cabinet - Coppola, credenza/sideboard
model 602 for Bernini, 1964
Chair - K.P Mobile - Kurt Østervig Chair
Pendent light - Wegner The Pendant from
Pandul by Hans J. Wegner

More about AB Concept…

the traditional spirit of the local area in order to

properties in Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat, Victoria Peak,

AB Concept has previously designed for luxury

reinterpret them into entirely new paradigms,

and New York’s Central Park.

brands such as Lalique, and leading hospitality

whilst ensuring that their clients’ ethos is

Renowned for its sensual interiors, meticulous

operators such as Rosewood, Four Seasons,

reflected throughout.

attention to detail and narrative-driven interiors,

Mandarin Oriental and Shangri-La Hotel. The

Editor Jade Tilley had the pleasure of talking to Ed

AB Concept with its ever-expanding portfolio

company is known for its incomparable attention

Ng about his design background and their work

has become one of the foremost luxury design

to detail, using bespoke furniture and fine

cross the world in the Designer Profile series and

firms and will continue to inspire and surprise

craftsmanship throughout its work. AB Concept

has also written for the Interior Design Yearbook,

with new projects, such as; the renovation of the

contributes to the preservation of local and ancient

using his vast knowledge of hospitality concepts

Four Seasons Hong Kong, the W Algarve, Vogue

know-how through collaborations with the best

across the world for a true experiential take

Lounge in Kuala Lumpur and 50 West 66th Street,

artisans around the world. Hand sketching and

on design.

New York, opening in 2020.

designing each component, the AB Concept team

More recent projects include restaurants such

of talented designers ensures that every project is

as Paper Moon Giardino in Milan and the Four

a unique and cultural journey through light, form

Seasons’ Mei Ume restaurant in London. AB

AB Concept Studio HQ

and space.

Concept has also contributed in a landmark

K11 Atelier Unit 1802

Offering a vast multi-disciplinary portfolio, from

transformation, consisting of the complete

Victoria Dockside

the finest restaurants to seaside resorts and luxury

redesign of the Tai Kwun Central Police Station’s

Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon

retail spaces, AB Concept has been hailed as an

first floor, to create two restaurants (Statement

innovative and acclaimed design firm, not only in

and Chinese Library) and a bar (Dispensary) in

Asia, but around the world. AB Concept captures

Hong Kong. Additional projects include, residential

abconcept.net
 @ab_concept
 www.k11atelier.com
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Spotlight | Vicaima

fresh ideas for doors
VICAIMA INTERIOR DOORS OFFER DESIGN FLEXIBILITY AND INNOVATIVE
PERFORMANCE FOR A RANGE OF ON-TREND INTERIOR SOLUTIONS

As a new decade commences, professionals

New for 2020, Vicaima has introduced some

certification, makes Vicaima the obvious choice

everywhere are seeking fresh inspiration for

pioneering products that are certain to gain

for demanding locations.

interiors, whether for commercial spaces or

wide appeal. These include: Primed 2 Go, a

Download a copy of the 2020 Interior Door

residential living.

revolutionary, polymer faced door for painting that

Selector today by visiting Vicaima online.

requires no surface sanding or priming, saving
This desire for innovative performance and

time and money on site. Deep Textured Finish,

✆ 01793 532333

trend-setting designs is most notable when it

creating the authentic touch of an open grain in

 www.vicaima.com

comes to interior doors, whose influence upon a

a matt finish that can be applied to a selection of

room can have a marked effect on the surrounding

veneered and stained veneered doors

décor, lifting and invigorating adjacent space.

An extension to the Visual Sensation foil door

Bringing clarity to this process is Vicaima, which

range, introducing four new matt finishes and

has just launched its 2020 Interior Door Selector.

new horizontal grain options in both the Naturdor

Packed with ideas this brochure is an essential tool

Stained and Dekordor SD Foil ranges.

for every specifier.

Naturally, at Vicaima it’s not just about great

Now an annual and eagerly anticipated event, the

design and trend setting aesthetics. As specialists

2020 edition of the Vicaima Interior Door Selector has

in performance products, Vicaima sets the

over 100 pages filled with doors and doorsets that

benchmark for fire certification, coupled with

suit a multitude of applications, tastes and budgets.

security and acoustic solutions. With a growing

Its simple to navigate layout has been designed to

market awareness of the needs of providing

make the selection process straightforward, with

peace of mind when it comes to fire safety,

at a glance guides to form, function and fire, or

specifiers gain confidence from a supplier like

indeed other desired performance criteria. Every

Vicaima, which achieved 54 minutes during

range also shows a simple price Indicator, allowing

recent MHCLG testing of their 30-minute

easy comparison between potential options for that

door assemblies. This coupled with Secure

perfect specification.

By Design approval and FSC environmental

Images: Top – Visual Sensations Valley
Bottom – EX71 Warm Umber
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Feature | Design LSM

AN EVOLVED
STUDIO
DESIGNLSM IS EVOLVING, LOOKING TOWARDS ITS NEXT CHAPTER TO CONTINUE
THE SUCCESS IT HAS ENJOYED FOR THE LAST 30+ YEARS, PLACING STRATEGIC AND
CREATIVE DESIGN AS ITS FOCUS FOR THE NEW DECADE AND BEYOND. INTERIOR
DESIGNER EDITOR, JADE TILLEY, CHATS TO HOLLY HALLAM AND KAREN TAYLOR.

Gaucho Charlotte Street
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Feature | Design LSM
Congratulations on another brilliant year of

evolve the brand. We worked with the Gaucho

on bringing this to life authentically.

project work, with Gaucho on Charlotte Street

management team - Martin (Williams), Jenna

Holly: We really like creating spaces that are

being the latest project opening for the design

and Ross to curate an evolved design DNA for

experiences and we invest a huge amount in

team. Can you take us through some of your

the brand, identifying its personality and tone of

understanding how a guest feels in, and interacts

personal highlights within the studio?

voice. This formed the foundation for the interior

with, the space. Design is tactile by its very nature

Holly: Last year we launched the hotel 100

narrative, with Charlotte Street being the first

so we work closely with all of our clients to marry

Queens Gate, Kensington for Curio. It was so

property to open with the new concept. Everyone

the elements of tactility, experience, operation and

exciting because we worked with the client from

has been really enthusiastic about the design, it

commercial needs.

the very beginning, so our initial conversations

is elegant, sophisticated and refined. Inspired by

and research set the foundation. It was a strategic

the idea of modern Argentina, its raw, majestic

Also, huge congratulations to you Holly on your

project as well as design. We analysed the location,

and natural landscape, the cultural energy and

appointment to Managing Director and Karen as

demographic, suitable offerings etc to help

of course the cowboy (Gaucho). It was fabulous

Design Director! How does it feel to be following

establish and identifying the ‘white space’. The

to work with such an iconic brand, to tap into its

on from Steve (La Bouchardiere) Holly, and

conclusion was to create a Curio property that held

roots and curate and forge a modern direction that

how will your role change in the day-to-day

a distinctive personality and provided the guest with

would appeal to the existing loyal guest whilst also

work you do?

a unique and compelling experience. We wanted

attracting a new audience.

Holly: it’s very similar day-to-day but with a

to establish a clear narrative across the property,

Karen: My personal highlight has been the

stronger focus on the internal running of the

whilst also creating a sense of independence

opportunity to work on such diverse projects that

company. Steve La Bouchardiere, along with

across the various front of house spaces. We were

appeal to so many guests and the varying scales

his fellow Co-Founder Simon McCarthy, are still

fortunate to find inspiration from the original owner

of spaces we have curated. One specific favourite

very much involved in the business, so we will be

of the building – William Alexander, a Victorian

is 22 Bishopsgate, currently the tallest tower block

working closely together to support one another

philanthropist, so we wove this idea into our design.

in London, which we are working on with AXA

and the studio as a whole.

As an example we worked with the architects to

REIM and Rhubarb, to create a modern Food Hall.

I will be focusing on how we can nurture and

create an Orangery, by covering and altering a pre-

The building has a capacity for 12,000 people

encourage our team to continue to flourish.

existing light well. Creating a beautiful new space

when fully occupied! We are focusing on the

Ensuring that we enable each member of our

that provides a perfect setting for afternoon tea. The

occupants of the building – addressing their needs

staff to maximise their potential, to be curious and

results of which have been popular and frequently

and wellbeing – to create a functional, relaxing and

daring with their design knowledge and choices.

shared by influencers on Instgram, opening the

sociable space.

To continue to look at hospitality through a new

property up to a whole new demographic. As well

We will be going on site this year and we’ve been

lens, taking inspiration from all avenues; whilst also

as the Orangery, we devised and created separate

very mindful of the spaces we create, the finishes

having a keen understanding on the commerciality

restaurants, a new bar, a beautiful lobby and a gym,

and accents, all considered to nurture the future

of the spaces we create. This focus will help the

to name a few – it was a complete overhaul.

workforce. There are F&B areas, cultural spaces

studio to continue to be a thought-leaders and

Everyone was really happy with the outcome; the

for supper clubs, talks etc and a speakeasy bar for

creatively disruptive in the sector.

client was so lovely and it was a fabulous journey

connecting and relaxing.

for us to explore and curate the space, layering it

Next on our slate we have a really exciting Indian

Do you come from a design background and if

with personality.

restaurant concept, influenced specifically by

not, how do you past experiences help to inform

Then there was Gaucho, which has been a great

Calcutta. This is a new brand to the UK – it only has

your work at DesignLSM?

strategic design project. The client wanted to

presence in India at the moment, so we’re working

Holly: I come from a background in media and
100 Queen’s Gate Hotel
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Gaucho Charlotte Street

marketing. I started in film and television so I have
always been focused on consumer experience
and how we can communicate to the guest or
audience. My family has a design background but
I myself am not a designer. It is really important,
in any scheme, to consider the objectives from all
angles – operations, commercials, brand statement
as well as design. I encourage all of our staff to
question and understand all these areas to ensure
we deliver before we even put pen to paper.
What is it that you feel sets DesignLSM apart in
the industry from other studios?
Karen: We have so many creative skills, and we’ve
got better and better at collaborating and creating
schemes that bring all these skills together. We
are truly multidisciplinary, offering the whole
package – strategy, branding, design and
architecture. With that, we can focus on clients’
aspirations right from the beginning, building a
sturdy foundation to then go on and create a really
strong story that can then be seen through. As
a result, the end experience then appeals to all
senses. It is well rounded and complete.
Holly: We also really focus on the brand element of
each project, its story and tone of voice and how that
will be communicated in and outside of the space.
Every space has a personality, be it an established
brand with multiple sites or an independent, and
that personality should ‘speak to’ the guest and
help convey the experience. Developing and
Avobar designed
by DesignLSM
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understanding the DNA ensures we curate strong
brands, as well as compelling interiors.

Feature | Design LSM
Karen: It is so key for us! Our process and looking

enjoyable for Karen and I.

and understanding trends that are circulating.

beyond that design situation, so that when we hand

We don’t carry a house design style, this enables

Forecasting behaviours and patterns all play a part

over and walk away, we know that the design, the

to work across a variety of sectors and I think our

in our work. From trade to consumer trends, it’s

aesthetic and the brand narrative will carry right

portfolio demonstrate this. 45 per cent of our work

all relevant to us. We also look at inspiration from

through to the end user. By working closely with

last year was international. The Dubai Food Hall

wider sectors, specifically fashion, which moves a

the operators and restaurateurs we can establish

concept we’ve been working on is just about to

lot faster than hospitality, so it’s interesting to see

a creative goal that looks past the visual and more

open and recently were flown over to Sri Lanka by

the changes occurring so quickly, and it’s a big

into the ‘feel’ of the entire project. We also work very

a client to assist them in bringing their brand to the

cue for what people are buying into. Then there is

closely with our suppliers so that at the end we have

UK. As mentioned, we really need to understand the

the environmental impact, materiality and waste

created beautiful design with layered touch points.

essence of our client’s brand so getting to grips with

to be taken in consideration. What happens to the

their original concepts in Sri Lanka was great. I am

waste generated through projects, the materials

Design LSM is known for it’s work in the F&B sector,

really looking forward to the next year – specifically

that are specified and the way waste packaging

producing some brilliant concepts from design

the work we are about to start with a client on their

is managed?

through to branding with brands such as Farzi

large listed country house hotel in the Cotswolds.

Café, Demoiselle, Indian Accent, The Coal Shed

Karen: Internally we hope to energise and inspire

Karen: We all known we’ve become a throwaway

and 20 Stories – with the changes in top level

and there are so many great opportunities now to

society, but there is a shift in that people are now

management, will there be further shifts as a brand

do so. We’re working with a variety of clients from

more focused on craft and sustainability, things

or is it set to be a continuation of what you do?

independents to brands, and some exciting up and

that will sustain for longer than a season, so we are

Karen: I think it’s all about using our knowledge

coming new chefs as well.

able to look at the longer sense of design; a more

from past experiences and striving to develop new

Holly: We’re about working with entrepreneurial,

classic approach that will stand the test of time.

ideas for and with our clients. I aim to inspire and

passionate clients who want to create something

Holly: As a studio we regularly talk about spaces

encourage creativity and with our strong creative

really dynamic, clients who are guest-focused.

we love. We often walk around and take different

skill set, I know this is achievable. We are definitely

We have another new exciting project that has

spaces in both within and outside of the hospitality

shifting and working in a more diverse way.

been borne from this very concept, located locally

sector, enabling us to keep our minds alert

(in Brighton) right on the sea front. We are creating

and fresh – looking at new designs, avenues of

Holly: We (Karen and I) are both at the stage where

a lovely community minded restaurant and lounge

inspiration and discussing these.

we want to grow the team, to push our visions and

space – a space inspired by and for the locals.

We still have clients asking for the ‘Instagram

our direction to steer the passion that we have as

Karen: It’s nice to have somewhere we can

moment of 2020’ seeking impact, and we combine

women within this industry and encourage others

regularly visit as well!

this with longevity, craftsmanship and importantly,

in the same way.

integrity - to tell a story is our goal.

We have a fabulous team within our studio, who

How do you guys aim to keep up with the fast

have a strong sense of collaboration and continue

evolving hospitality sector?

to generate innovative ideas. This makes it really

Holly: We spend a lot of time researching

 www.designlsm.com

Tahini Harpenden | Photography by Tom Fallon
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Products

BEAUTIFUL
CEILING FANS
The Henley Fan Company is the UK’s leading
supplier of designer ceiling and wall fans. It offers
the widest choice of in-stock fans from seven
top brands with over 65 models in 35 finishes.
It has the very latest designer fans with great
styles that are low-energy and also come with
a Lifetime Warranty. A ceiling fan creates a nice
gentle breeze with none of the health risks of air
conditioning and is 95 per cent cheaper to install
and run. They require no maintenance and can
add a stylish focus to any room. They are the
perfect cooling option for the UK’s temperate
climate. Henley Fan only sells fans that are stylish,
powerful, reliable and totally silent. For over 20
years they have taken the lead in supplying many
of the UK’s classiest homes, offices, hotels and
restaurants.
01256 636 509 | www.henleyfan.com

NO SCREWS, NO COMPROMISE!

overall cost saving without compromising on the quality or finish.

Hamilton Litestat has made stylish electrical accessories all the more

required,” says Gavin Williams, Hamilton’s Head of Marketing. “We’ve

affordable with the recent introduction of its Hartland G2 collection.

developed a solution befitting of our usual high standards that is easier to

A brand known for quality switch and socket solutions in a vast range of

manufacture. We want to pass that saving onto our customers and give them

designs and finishes, Hamilton has value engineered one of its most popular

the opportunity to upgrade to the stylish screwless design they’re after for a

box-fix designs to create a screwless face plate that exudes refinement, but

very reasonable, budget-friendly price.”

without the designer price tag. And what’s more, it’s now added three new

The Hartland G2 solution is particularly useful in properties where the design

finishes to the Hartland G2 range: Satin Brass, Polished Brass and Etrium

scheme is updated or refreshed on a regular basis, such as high use areas in

Bronze. These sophisticated metallic shades perfectly complement today’s

homes or hotels. Once the back plate is wired, the front plate can be removed

on-trend interior schemes, in particular Pantone’s Colour of the Year 2020,

to allow walls to be painted or receive new wall dressings. Then the plate is

Classic Blue, and Dulux’s Tranquil Dawn.

simply pushed back into position once the wall is dry.

Wiring accessories may be considered an easy area to save budget, but

The three new Hartland G2 finishes are available from March 2020 and expand

compromising on the finishing touches can make all the difference to the

on Hamilton’s existing seven finishes, which include Antique Brass, Bright

overall look and feel of a scheme. Hamilton’s innovative design solution

Chrome, Satin Steel and Black Nickel.

“Settling for a box-fix solution to keep a project on budget is no longer

means that the Hartland G2 switch and socket plates are made from pressed
metal rather than cast, with the manufacturing method contributing to an
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Designers’ Advisor | Camberyard

THE DESIGNERS’ ADVISOR

the time is now!
As we dive head first into
2020, Polly Williams, Founder,
Camberyard, reflects on the
impact and emphasis on the
word resolution and how we
can implement change in our
businesses all year round

R

esolution is something I often

work to enable you to accept other work

determination to carry you forward.

talk to my clients about but it’s a

that better suits your needs; working with

In other words, don’t think of business

word I become slightly allergic

clients aligned with your ethos; and working

development as a once a year resolution,

to when combined with “New

in a way that suits your family life.

as something that feels like a duty. It can
be used as a tool for growth, for more

Year”. Why wait until the start of a new
year to have a new resolution? You can

Part of growing a healthy, well-rounded

clearly understanding on a daily basis how

embrace a new strategy, way of thinking

business is understanding your final

to encourage and evaluate growth in your

or way of doing business at any time of

destination. I often ask my clients to create

business while staying connected to your

the year. Often the best resolutions come

a moodboard displaying their aspirations,

founding principles.

from an experience, they are sparked

motivations and inspirations. This future-

during an “aha moment” of inspiration.

looking visual can help us focus on the

Therefore, don’t be led into “New Year, New

essentials to success – that is, a business

Resolution”. Be proactive and consistent –

I always try to instil in my interiors clients the

founded on financial health, but which

stop, breathe and contemplate. Ask yourself

mantra that they deserve health – financial,

also has a founder who is healthy and

who you want to be as a designer and what

mental and physical health. Resolving

wise. Envisaging your company in one or

kind of clients you want to attract; consider

to incorporate this into their day-to-day

five years, or even further down the line,

how you will find these clients. Then take

life is essential to growing and sustaining

can feel daunting or uncomfortable, but

an in-depth look at your principles of

a profitable and enjoyable business. In

looking ahead is critical to discovering what

marketing, PR, social media and networking

my experience, you have to look at your

choices you will have to make to arrive

to make sure the odds are aligned to

business as a whole to find the connection

at your destination. Truly understanding

work in your favour. Be bold. Be brave. Be

between the elements required to sustain

what success means to you – e.g.

fearless. Make this your mantra for 2020!

your own health as well as that of your

financial, community-focused, sustainable,

business. This holistic approach comes in

incorporating education – is important to

various guises, for instance: turning down

maintaining the right vision, focus, drive and

 www.camberyard.com
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Design Stories | Coco Dávez

DESIGN
STORIES
Coco Dávez, also known as Valeria
Palmerio is an artist, a painter, photographer
and artistic director, whose work is
currently on display at the Maddox Gallery,
Westbourne Grove. Colour is central to
Coco’s work and as a result has brought
about some incredible collaborations with
global brands such as Chanel, Kenzo,
Netflix, Prada, Vogue and even Nespresso.

Tell us about the design background

I created furniture and accessories with some

What is the biggest challenge for you

of your brand and your work.

materials and I realised how I enjoyed this whole

in the global art and design field?

I began studying in 2010 purely in the field of

process. Interior design is a beautiful profession,

I would like to embark on a journey into the field

illustration, when I was working for the national

it makes people feel better, it’s something

of artistic installation, ephemeral architecture

and international press. Over the years I have

that I have experienced both in the design of

and immersive art, it would be a dream to

been expanding into other fields that I can reach

my current home and of all the places where

achieve it.

with my art, from public campaigns, textile

I’ve lived.

design, scenery, illustration for fashion houses,
photography and art direction.

What’s next for Coco Dávez?
What has been your most successful

At the moment, 2020 begins with my next solo

milestone to date?

exhibition at Maddox Gallery, LA. I would like

What does Coco Dávez

At the moment the collection that has worked

to take out a second editorial project and I’ll

represent as a company?

best both inside and outside my country has

potentially be making an announcement soon

Coco Dávez as a brand represents a universe

been my collection of ‘Faceless’ portraits, and

about a special event in my city, Madrid.

full of colour that dates back to childhood but

the one that has opened more doors for new

at the same time, brings out a creative part of

projects. ‘Faceless’ was exclusively unveiled at

What do you aspire your brand to

ourselves. It encourages us to play. I think that is a

renowned influential London based art gallery,

look like in 20 years time?

part we lose as adults, something that we should

Maddox Gallery on Westbourne Grove. The

I would like Coco Dávez not only to be a

never lose.

exhibition is my largest and most acclaimed

study discipline but also a school that brings

body of work to date. There are many British

together great professionals as well as multiple

How do you fit into the interior design industry?

characters that I’ve always wanted to paint, so

disciplines.

Interior design is a field that I love, I realised this

the timing is perfect.

the first time I lived away from home. I moved to
London in 2010 with very little money and very

How do you manage working globally?

few means, and realised that I needed to start

It’s very interesting for me to be able to reach

creating a space where I felt happy every day. So,

new markets and see through different eyes, I

 www.cocodavez.com

I started painting pictures to decorate the walls,

love learning all the time with what I do.

 www.maddoxgallery.com
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Showroom Showcase | Stephenson
Wright
Allermuir

SHOWROOM SHOWCASE

deSIGNED, SEALED,
DELIVERED
INTERIOR DESIGNER MAGAZINE TAKES A LOOK THROUGH THE DOORS OF SOME OF THE UK’S
BEST SHOWROOMS. DESIGN DUO, STEPHENSON WRIGHT REVEALED THEIR LATEST VENTURE,
THE POST HOUSE, AT THE END OF 2019, OPENING ITS DOORS TO THEIR ESTEEMED PEERS AND
CLIENTS, WAVING IN A NEW ERA OF BUSINESS FOR CO-FOUNDERS NATALIE AND JULIETTE.

For all its negative press, more often than not, I

in Mayfair, The award-winning Mayfair Chippy, and

find Instagram a wonderful platform for various

an art gallery on the Kings Road.

types of news, announcements and declarations

Just before Christmas, and in the midst of this

of positivity, especially in our interior design

most busy time, Natalie and Juliette took a

industry. So I was tickled pink to see Natalie

moment to chat to Interior Designer magazine

Stephenson and Juliette Wright in the throws of

about their work their latest, more personal project

the most epic showroom opening on IG stories

and what The Post House means to them as

towards the end of last year.

designers and as a studio.
Natalie comments on their first meeting back

The Post House was a flurry of activity, with

before they had set up their studio, “Juliette and

visitors and designers alike pouring into the new

I first met when working together at a top interior

spot to witness what Natalie and Juliette had

design studio (Helen Green Design) 18 years ago

come up with, in their first exciting collaborative

and we immediately struck up a great friendship.

showroom space.

I then moved on to run the design department

Having officially opened on 14 November and

within the interior design studio for Harrods private

located in Surrey, where the Stephenson Wright

clients, but we remained firm friends and came

team are based, The Post House is the next step

world; an antiques-filled home in Eaton Square

back together to form our own studio Stephenson

in their design empire and is a beautiful, home-like

which they are infusing with colour and pattern ‘to

Wright in 2013 – when our long-term vision

oasis of wonder, designed to feel like the most

breathe new life into a well-loved space’; and one

became a reality.” Juliette added, “We hit the

comfortable space that will inspire and relax you,

of the largest new build developments in the UK

ground running with several high-end residential

as well as offering up something of a playful party

- a 44,000 sq. foot home in Ascot that will feature

projects in London and the Home Counties and

spot when needed (but of course).

a private spa area, swimming pool, underground

haven’t looked back since!”

The Stephenson Wright team are all incredibly

garage for a super car collection, a wine cellar,

On opening the showroom, something that not

busy with client design work, with current

cinema and an industrial kitchen fit for a Michelin

many designers have taken on, Natalie and Juliette

projects including redesign of a Ladbroke Grove

star chef. On the commercial side of things, Natalie

picked just the right spot and really considered the

townhouse for an influential figure in the art

and Juliette have recently reinvented a restaurant

realistic feel of the showroom in their design of the
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Image: A view from the top. Natalie and Juliette have
infused their love of nature into the space.

space. “Our showroom is an exciting collaboration

from Future Light Design owns the building itself

designer to do things for yourself as you know the

with our talented lighting designer, Mark Kavanagh

and invited us to be part of the transformation.

endless opportunities that are out there. However,

at Future Light Design and audio visual experts,

We felt this property provided a unique and well-

we found our core inspiration focusing around

Cornflake, who provide everything from home

located space in a charming location, to base

our international travels together and a theme

cinemas to smart lighting, heating and security.

ourselves close to our own homes and within

of nature, which we often draw on.” said Natalie.

We work seamlessly with both companies on

easy reach for our London suppliers too.” Natalie

Juleitte continued saying, “The most exciting part

multiple projects and it was a natural choice to

continued, “It has long been a dream of ours to

was the journey we went on with the design and

collaborate with them… We’ve worked meticulously

open a lifestyle showroom where we can not only

how it had time to infuse as the space developed.

to ensure the interior reflects that of a high-end

display our first furniture and furnishings collection,

The more suppliers and trades who came on board

home in order to showcase the possibilities to our

but also collaborate with a series of brilliant

to add their individual layers to the space, the more

clients. This is the first luxury lifestyle showroom

designers that we really admire. We hope that

it evolved and the more we layered the finishes,

of its kind in the area and offers interior design,

visiting the space will both inspire and guide clients

lighting and our furniture collection was born.”

lighting design, bespoke furniture and joinery,

who are looking to create original interiors.”

There is no better way to welcome clients and

home technology solutions, art and a collection of

The space itself is unique to that of a 1910 sorting

like-minded designers into a new space than with

beautiful lighting.” Juliette said. Natalie added, “The

office, so there were considerations there as well

a launch party, which was the catalyst for this

building is, as the name suggests, a converted old

as the challenge of Natalie and Juliette designing

feature. Of the launch Natalie said, “The launch

Royal Mail sorting office dating from 1910. Mark,

for themselves, “Naturally it’s always harder as a

party really was all that we had wished it to be; the
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The Post House
collaborators
Future Light Design
Future Light Design specialises in lighting design and
Lutron control for high-end residential projects, working
on luxury homes both in the UK and internationally. With
a superb lighting design and professional installation,
the desired ambience and mood can be created for all
occasions while illuminating the beauty of the house.
From inception to completion, Future Light Design will
work with the architects and interior designers to realise
the full potential of every project they take on.
River Woodwork
Since 2007, River Woodwork has been designing,
manufacturing and installing luxury bespoke furniture
in residential properties throughout London and the
Home Counties. Each project is unique, specialising in
exclusive finishes and varied materials we welcome
new design ideas using the latest in CNC machining
and skilled craftsmanship. Members of The British
Woodworking Federation ensures River Woodwork
provide a genuine mark of quality. Ecological
sustainability is a core company policy and that
philosophy is supported in making furniture that is
built to last. All suppliers are asked to provide proof of
commitment to sustainable forestry management and
information on the source of wood and wood products.
Cornflake
From Hi-Fi to Wi-Fi, home cinemas to home security, IT
to CCTV, Cornflake are the masters of technology. We
design and integrate completely unique home cinema
and home automation solutions into your home so that
you can enjoy the ultimate smart home experience. In
fact, we’re so passionate about home automation – we
consider it an art form.
Jan Erika
A childhood spent on the east coast of England sparked
artist Jan Erika’s passion for the shapes, forms, patterns
and colour found in nature. After a successful career
as a classical cellist, she was drawn back to art and ‘the
rhythm of the landscape’ – something which is reflected
in her work which spans painting (Paul Weller is a client),
silk scarves, rug designs and tableware. She has painted
live at the Royal Academy of Art and Fortnum & Mason,
and this October will be at Kensington Palace.

culmination of all the hard work of designing,

On the overall visions and design layout of

decorating and installing from scratch and

the space Natalie said, “Our design approach

then having the chance to finally celebrate it

is always to combine thoughtfulness with

with friends, suppliers, clients and family was

the unexpected. In a nod to Juliette’s South

the icing on the cake! We certainly enjoyed

African family connections and our travels to

the buzz of the evening.” Juliette agreed

France and Australia, a vineyard theme runs

adding, “The Post House looks so warm and

throughout the space, from the recessed

inviting in the evening, the scene setting of the

spiral wine cellar in the relaxed reception

lighting creates such a glow with the finishes

area to the gentle colour palette of rose pinks

and it was a pleasure to see it being enjoyed

and celadon greens and warm raffia weave

by others. It has become quite a ‘home’ to us

wallcovering by Phillip Jeffries.

so we love being able to share this now its

“The reception area’s main walls feature

open. Everything came together (albeit quite

distinctive verdigris leaf adornments by

near to opening!) and we even had the exterior

Philip Watts Design and a hand-painted and

decorated by Holly at ‘And Tomorrow’ with

embroidered leaf wallpaper by Fromental, in

a stunning festive floral installation.” More on

a customised light green colourway, made

Holly’s creation later…

especially for us.

Spiral Cellars
Spiral Cellars design, craft and install exceptional
wine cellars that indulge your passion for wine. With a
pedigree of over 35 years of knowledge and expertise
under their belts, they have created more than 3,000
wine cellars in the UK and numerous others around
the world. Spiral Cellars have become the company
of choice for those wishing to create a wine cellar in
their home.
Fiona Stephenson Designs
Fiona Stephenson studied at the Inchbald School of
Design where she gained a diploma with merit and she
is a member of the Society of Garden Designers (SGD).
An award-winning landscape designer, Fiona works on
residential and commercial projects across the UK and
abroad. When it comes to show gardens, Fiona loves
to take a dynamic approach to the designs, which
has seen her win a Gold medal for her ‘Lying in State’
garden for Hampton Court Flower show. The WWF
then approached Fiona to design their show garden,
whereby she recreated the rare and naturally occurring
chalk stream and gained a Silver Gilt medal for this
stunning garden.
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Showroom Showcase | Stephenson Wright
“The ground floor of the showroom hosts a fully

crystal accessories set off against textured raffia

immersive lighting demonstration room and a

wallpaper. It really is a show-stopping feature and

tranquil meeting space with sophisticated technology

draws people in to admire the complexity of the

solutions and bespoke cabinetry by River Woodwork.

design.” For Juliette, “the design highlights include

Juliette added, “ The mezzanine level is home to

our ‘Duvet’ armchair. Named after its super-soft

the bar area which has bespoke wall cabinetry

cushion filling, it’s a chair you really don’t want to

and features our striking hand-painted bar stools

get out of! This was a crucially important factor

by local artist Jan Erika. It has a lovely natural light

to our collection – the usability of it as well as the

and stunning view of the roof garden (designed by

appearance. I also love the very special hand-painted

award winning garden designer Fiona Stephenson,

and embroidered leaf wallpaper by Fromental.”

Natalie’s talented mother). It’s a perfect venue for

Further highlights in the showroom include the

workshops, talks and sociable get-togethers with

decadent cloakrooms which Natalie and Juliette

clients, designers and industry professionals.

wanted clear his and hers styles for, but with a

“The furniture we showcase from our ‘Parcel

connecting common thread. The ladies’ room

Collection’ around the showroom also ties in with

includes rose gold taps (Dornbracht) and a thread of

our vineyard design theme. Our ‘Vine ‘sideboard

gold running throughout the wallpaper. It is warm,

made from light stained oak, features brass inlays

textured and luxe, offering immediate impact, which

spelling ‘Vine’ and we have subtly incorporated

is underpinned by clever lighting by Future Light

leaf motif’s and stripes that mimic the rows of

Design, utilising under skirting lighting for max effect.

grapes growing in a vineyard, into the furniture and

The art in here is by Jan Erika with wallpaper in both

bespoke cabinetry design too.”

wcs by Innovations and basin by Lusso Stone.

The showroom has to function as a useable and

Another highlight for both designers are the

thought-provoking spot, so with this in mind the

floral installations, created by florists &tomorrow.

designers have created a haven from which clients

The owners of the florist, Holly and Sally, were

will feel fully immersed. Juliette commented, “The

both previously interior designers and now run

showroom is an inspirational and fully immersive

&tomorrow which creates unique faux flower

space for clients to meet and plan their design

services for interior designers. Natalie described

projects and for us to be able to show them first-

their work, “&tomorrow created a tall slightly

hand the luxurious style and finish of our designs.”

asymmetric arrangement for the hall console

Beyond the day-to-day running of the space, it

to offset the wall light and a lower piece for the

is intended to be used for hosting events and

meeting room. They feature similar stems and

evenings, as Natalie confirms, “We designed it

florals, protea and pops of white anthurium mixed

using some of our most trusted suppliers and

with some feature grasses, bright fresh ferns and

creative artisans and it allows us to really show

leaves. The hallway features some dried palm

the quality of our furniture, bespoke joinery and

leaves for added texture, as Holly loves mixing in

thoughtful lighting design all together. We also

dried with the artificial.”

look forward to hosting a series of design themed

Speaking about their clients and visitors to The Post

events – our mezzanine area has already proved

House, there is something for everyone, from fellow

its perfect for entertaining at our launch party!”

interior designers, who Juliette hopes will “know they

For a space that is to feel at once, at home and

are in good company!” to homeowners and potential

immersive, balancing the amount of collections held

clients, who Natalie hopes will feel “welcomed and

in the showroom at once must have been a tricky

in good hands.” Juliette continues, “We really hope

task so as not to overpower the space, having said

they would feel like they wanted to invest in good

that, Stephenson Wright had just launched a new

lighting and a good designer before they embark on

collection in October which takes centre-stage

the overwhelming process of their own project.”

and nods to the heritage of the beautiful building.

For 2020 the design duo plans to continue to utilise

Natalie said, “We launched our inaugural collection

this wonderful new space in all elements of their

of luxury, eco-conscious furniture accessories at

work, as Juliette says, “We will be proudly showing

Decorex this year to complement our high-end

off the space during our client meetings and

residential and commercial design services. It

presentations” There is also more to be done in

features several collaborative pieces and all items

terms to adding to the space as Spiral Wine Cellars

are on display in our showroom.” Juliette added,

will be installing their newly launched spiral cellar

“We called our first collection ‘Parcel’, in a nod to

in the main showroom space so we will be filling

the Post House heritage, and it features bespoke

that with some 2000 bottles of wine!!”

hand-painted tables and bar stools painted by

I for one cannot wait to visit this space in 2020, to

local artist Jan Erika. Our case goods are made by

enjoy the convivial environment created by these

River Woodwork using FSC certified timber and a

two exquisite designers.

beautiful verdigris finishes created by hand in their
workshops. We have incorporated our signature

Stephenson Wright collaborative showroom

Stephenson Wright stripe into unique veneer

The Post House

detailing and on the upholstery pieces.”

Ockham Road South

Of the highlights in The Post House, it would be

East Horsley

heard to select just a few, but the natural build of

Surrey

the space itself was a gift to the designers, Natalie

KT24 6RX

said “I love the main focal double height wall in the

The showroom is open by appointment only.

showroom which features layers of clever lighting,
interesting striped joinery, bronze leaves and rock
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Products

LET’S BEE CLEAR WHEN
IT COMES TO MDF
Amidst spreading preoccupation among end users with wellbeing,
health and how different environments can affect these, interior
designers are under increasing pressure to specify and design
with wellbeing in mind, to allow end users to be confident that
their environment is as healthy as it can be. The average person
spends about 90 per cent of their time inside buildings, with a large
chunk of this being in the workplace. MEDITE CLEAR, a no-added
formaldehyde MDF from specialist timber panel manufacturer
MEDITE SMARTPLY, sets a clear example for the creation of safe,
healthy indoor environments. “Part of our mission is the innovation
of products that can be confidently specified for the purpose of
helping to create safe, healthy indoor environments. Specification
of MEDITE CLEAR for an interior fit out allows design professionals
to consciously limit the amount of VOC off-gassing in their interior
spaces, for the benefit of end users,” explains Head of Innovation
and Ireland Sales, David Murray.
www.mdfosb.com

FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP IN RIVERLINE
BY ITC NATURAL LUXURY FLOORING

velvet carpet, Richmond ticks all the boxes. Available in two widths, four and five

Riverline (as illustrated), an eco-friendly carpet, is a fine example of

Riverline, Richmond and all other broadloom carpets from the Campeone

metre, 11 contemporary shades, together with a heavy commercial rating, makes
this product exceptional. Loved by architects and interior designers for its style,
good looks and suitability for all locations, both residential and commercial.

craftsmanship in achieving its high-definition, textured cable rib design.

and Connoisseur collections from ITC Natural Luxury Flooring, are available

Constructed using six and two-ply hard-wearing construction of 100 per cent

in made to measure rugs in sizes up to 500cm wide. A selection of tape

New Zealand wool with a VOC-free environmentally responsible backing,

finishes, which are exclusive, chic and coordinate with our carpets, is offered.

Riverline in five metre width, is an ideal choice for residential and general

Richmond, Riverline and other ranges from our Connoisseur and Campeone

commercial locations. The six clean colours will appeal to those seeking a

collections are now available on a fast delivery service from stock from our

wool carpet that delivers on performance and good looks.

new cutting facility in the UK.

When high performance and super-fine finishes are required when specifying a

01622 534041 |www.itcnaturalluxuryflooring.com
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Products

NEW NORDIC
Developed in response to the growing demand for light-coloured
wooden floors, Junckers’ PreLak Nordic primer adds new interest
to the natural colouration of raw timber. PreLak Nordic is a subtle,
white-pigmented stain best suited to lighter wood species such
as ash, oak, beech, maple or pine which has been sanded and
prepped. The semi-transparent primer gives wooden floors a white
colourwash whilst leaving the attractive structural grain patterns
which occur naturally in the timber to show through for a natural
look. One or more coats can be applied to achieve the desired depth
of colour. One coat gives a very natural look, slightly whitening the
timber’s natural characteristics, whilst two or more coats can build to
create a paler look. The PreLak application is followed by Junckers’
water-based lacquer to protect the floor against wear and tear.
PreLak Nordic is fast drying and prohibits discolouration of the wood;
a full-bodied primer with good covering capacity.
01374 534 700 | www.junckers.co.uk

GEORGIAN GRACE
Like a graceful, flowing arc, staicase specialists Bisca’s new helical staircase sweeps
upwards in a soft curve. The Georgian inspired stair design has a contemporary twist
with the addition of a polished steel balustrade; uprights that taper from square to
round, meticulously polished to a mirror-like finish, topped with an eliptical-profiled
handrail. The dark stained oak treads and handrail contrast with the white painted soffit,
echoing design details in the hallway’s stone flooring. The stair treads have bullnoses,
a rounded, overhanging edge at the front of each tread, and are designed to accept
a carpet runner. At the foot of the staircase, a generously wide tread forms a base for
two feature newels. The simple glass balustrade on the lower landing leaves the focus
on the staircase. Bisca designs and manufactures bespoke staircases, balustrades and
other architectural features. Whether brand new or a refurbishment, each staircase is
unique and starts with a blank piece of paper and a client’s wish list with all materials
and components individually sourced for each project. All commissions are hand-built
in Bisca’s Yorkshire workshop.
01439 771 702 | www.bisca.co.uk

A UNIQUE PERSONALITY
Unique Bianco™ is an exciting new addition to COMPAC’s renowned Unique Collection – a
distinctive, elegant range of quartz worksurfaces whose designs have been inspired by the
textures, beauty and durability of nature’s rivers, forests, lakes, mountains and landscapes.
Unique Bianco™ has strength, movement and texture. A worksurface with its own
unique personality, featuring a complex yet natural vein design reminiscent of
gossamer thin leaves found on the forest floor. Unique Bianco™ is available in a
polished finish that intensifies its surface colour, or a new state-of-the-art crêpe
finish which combines a fine roughness with a unique delicateness to provide a pure,
flawless, non- glare finish. Whether used as a kitchen or bathroom worksurface or for
cladding a wall or a floor, Unique Bianco™ will transform spaces in the home or workplace
into something quite extraordinary. COMPAC’s Unique Collection, benefits from the
company’s innovative engineering skills which ensures a virtually zero porosity surface,
which is easy to clean and maintain and will continue to perform and retain its elegance
and beauty for a lifetime of use. Unique Bianco™ part of the Unique Collection from
COMPAC – a true sign of perfection.
www.compac.es
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Buyer’s Guide
BATHROOMS

INTERIOR DOORS

LIGHTING

encapsulite

For more information
Call: +44 (0)1525 376974
Email: reply@encapsulite.co.uk

www.encapsulite.co.uk
BESPOKE FIREPLACES

IRONMONGERY

SOFT FURNISHINGS
We are proud to provide the expertise
and knowledge to make curtains
and soft furnishings in any style for
residential and commercial designers

FRAMELESS GLASS

IRONMONGERY

www.m-marcus.com I 01384 247 900

LIGHTING

01634 730436
enquiries@deanswood.co.uk
www.deanswood.co.uk

SWITCH PLATES & SOCKETS

Available on all
digital platforms.
www.hamilton-litestat.com

Download now for free

+44 (0)1747 860088

TILES

Visit the app store and search
“Interior Design Today” to download the app
www.interiordesignermagazine.co.uk
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The Last Word

THE LAST WORD

REAL INTERIORS
WE ASKED ANA ENGLEHORN, FOUNDER AND INTERIOR DESIGNER, ANA ENGLEHORN,
ABOUT WHAT GRABS HER ATTENTION, INCLUDING THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD,
GEORGE CLOONEY’S ITALIAN VILLA AND A RATHER FAMOUS TV APARTMENT

If you could go back and design in a different

Coming after the cultural decline of the Middle

period of history, when would it be and why?

Ages, it was a period of great excitement

I actually think the period we are living in right

and rebirth.

now is extremely exciting, because anything goes.
At Masterpiece last year we were shown how

Much like a workout anthem, what song or artist

well contemporary pieces sit alongside antiques,

inspires you in your work environment?

lightening the atmosphere and adding an exciting,

Breathe from Jax Jones – it uplifts and energises

stimulating air. The only period I can think off

me. It does depend, though, on what kind of work

that gives me that same thrill is the Renaissance.

I am doing. Jax Jones is for cycling to meet clients

“I am not so much
interested in the
person as in the
building they own.”
or suppliers. If I have to concentrate on something
administrative I would actually choose something
more like Enya.
Which iconic figure, past or present,
would you love to design a home for?
I am not so much interested in the person as in
the building they own. George Clooney with his
house in Lago del Como would do! It’s an 18th
Century villa in Laglio, right by the lake. It would be
a dream restoration.
What film or television series for you
encapsulates the perfect on-screen interiors?
I absolutely love Friends. I still watch reruns. It has all
a series should: comedy, love and some action. The
interiors in Monica Geller’s apartment are homely
and REAL, the best detail being the purple walls!
Name another designer working now
whose sense of style you admire.
Jamie Drake has a wealth of experience and doesn’t
seem to be afraid of anything. He mixes eras and
styles in the most imaginative ways, making it look
perfect. I would love to work with him!
Name a change you’d like to see occur
in the interior design industry.
I would love people to be more aware of the hard
graft that goes on behind the scenes. Sometimes
I have the feeling that interior design is still seen
as a job a bored housewife does and there is no
skill or training behind it. I would love to see an
organisation, like the BIID, not only make sure
interior designers meet a certain standard, but also
really support them, showing the world the tact,
skill and learning that goes into the job.
 www.anaengelhorn.com
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MANUFACTURERS OF
LUXURY CABINET HARDWARE
armacmartin.co.uk
sales@armacmartin.co.uk
+44 (0)121 359 2111

More than a Monobrand.
Two hundred brands more,
to be precise.
Our two showrooms bring together the best
and the bold of contemporary and modern
design. We would love to help you source
for your next project.

Tollgard Showroom
Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour
First Floor, Lots Road,
London SW10 0XE
020 8067 2123
Tollgard Design Group
Grosvenor Waterside, Gatliff Road.
London, SW1W 8QN
020 7952 6071
info@tollgard.com
www.tollgard.com

Great design holds a story.
Come and tell us yours.

